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Abstract
Robots are becoming more ubiquitous in our society and taking over many
tasks that were previously considered as human hallmarks. Many of these
tasks, e.g., autonomously driving a car, collaborating with humans in dynamic and changing working conditions and performing household chores, require human-level intelligence to perceive the world and to act appropriately.
In this thesis, we pursue a different approach compared to classical methods
that often construct a robot controller based on the perception-then-action
paradigm. We devise robotic action-selection policies by considering actionselection and perception processes as being intertwined, emphasizing that
perception comes prior to action and action is key to perception. The main
hypothesis is that complex robotic behaviors come as the result of mastering
sensorimotor contingencies (SMCs), i.e., regularities between motor actions
and associated changes in sensory observations, where SMCs can be seen
as building blocks to skillful behaviors. We elaborate and investigate this
hypothesis by deliberate design of frameworks which enable policy training
merely based on data experienced by a robot, without intervention of human
experts for analytical modelings or calibrations. In such circumstances, action
policies can be obtained by reinforcement learning (RL) paradigm by making
exploratory action decisions and reinforcing patterns of SMCs that lead to
reward events for a given task. However, the dimensionality of sensorimotor
spaces, complex dynamics of physical tasks, sparseness of reward events, limited amount of data from real-robot experiments, ambiguities of crediting past
decisions and safety issues, which arise from exploratory actions of a physical
robot, pose challenges to obtain a policy based on data-driven methods alone.
In this thesis, we introduce our contributions to deal with the aforementioned
issues by devising learning frameworks which endow a robot with the ability to integrate sensorimotor data to obtain action-selection policies. The
effectiveness of the proposed frameworks is demonstrated by evaluating the
methods on a number of real robotic tasks and illustrating the suitability of
the methods to acquire different skills, to make sequential action-decisions in
high-dimensional sensorimotor spaces, with limited data and sparse rewards.
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Sammanfattning
Robotar förekommer alltmer i dagens samhälle och tar över många av de
uppgifter som tidigare betraktades som tillägnade människor. Flera av dessa
uppgifter, som att exempelvis autonomt köra en bil, samarbeta med människor i dynamiska och föränderliga arbetsmiljöer, samt att utföra sysslor i
hemmet, kräver mänsklig intelligens för att roboten ska uppfatta världen och
agera på lämpligt sätt. I denna avhandling utgår vi ifrån ett annat tillvägagångssätt jämfört med de klassiska metoder för skapande av robotsystem
som tidigare ofta byggde på en så kallad perception-then-action paradigm.
Vi utformar strategier för val av robotaktioner genom att utgå ifrån att det
finns ett önsesidigt beroende mellan perception och aktion, där perception
kommer före aktion, samtidigt som aktion är nödvändigt för perception. Huvudhypotesen är att komplexa robotbeteenden kommer som ett resultat av
att roboten lär sig bemästra så kallade sensorimotorkopplingar (SMC), dvs regelbundenheter mellan motoriska aktioner och dess motsvarande förändringar
i sensoriska observationer, där SMC:ar kan ses som byggblock för komplexa
beteenden. Vi utarbetar och undersöker denna hypotes genom att avsiktligt
utforma en handfull robotexperiment där en robots kunskaper helt förvärvas
utifrån sensorimotoriska data, utan intervention av mänskliga experter för
analytisk modellering eller kalibreringar.
Under sådana omständigheter är så kallad reinforcement learning (RL) en
lämplig paradigm för val av aktioner, en paradigm helt baserad på sensoriska data och utförda motoraktioner, utan krav på handgjorda representationer av världen på hög nivå. Denna paradigm kan utnyttjas för att generera
utforskande rörelsemönster och förstärka de sensorimotorkopplingar som leder till framgång för i viss given uppgift. Det finns dock flera faktorer som
kompicerar sådan rent datadriven inlärning av beteenden, såsom den sensorimotoriska datans höga dimensionalitet, den fysiska uppgiftens komplexa
dynamik, bristen och tvetydigheten i de experiment som leder till positiva
utfall, den begränsade mängd experiment som kan göras på en verklig robot
och säkerhetsaspekter. De bidrag som introduceras i denna avhandling avser
att hantera ovannämnda problem, genom att skapa ramverk för inlärning som
gör det möjligt för en robot att integrera sensorimotordata för inlärning av
stratieger för val av aktioner. De föreslagna ramverkens effektivitet demonsteras genom att utvärdera metoder på ett antal verkliga robotuppgifter och
illustrera metodernas lämplighet för inlärning av olika färdigheter som kräver
sekvenser av aktioner utifrån högdimensionell sensorimotorisk data, trots en
begränsad mängd experiment med positivt utfall.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
We are witnessing a new era of robotic advancements with significant progress in
different aspects including hardware, control, software and even new markets for
robotic industries, e.g., autonomous driving systems, collaborative robots, sharing workspace with humans, and companion robots developed to entertain kids
at home. The most remarkable progress are the advent of 3D printing in quick
and low-cost design of robot parts, substantial improvement in parallel computing
technology, and most importantly, breakthroughs in artificial intelligence (AI) and
machine learning to equip machines with advanced and complex skills which were
previously considered only as human hallmarks. Achieving human-level intelligence
is advantageous to increase our productivity, to open new possibilities and also potentially to solve challenges we are facing today. Arguably, robotics and artificial
intelligence are the next big things happening in the near future.
Robotics have been evident application of artificial intelligence from the advent
of it. However, AI methodologies in robotic have undergone drastic reformations in
realizing intelligent behaviors from manipulating hand-crafted high-level symbolic
representations of the world to data-driven low-level sensorimotor approaches. In
recent years, we have witnessed a pragmatic turn from engineered task-specific
robot controller designs to generic data-driven solutions to train a wide range of
action-selection policies. Many emerging robotic applications, e.g., service robots
operating in an unstructured human environment or autonomous driving systems,
require human-level intelligence to implement their task. This level of intelligence
is far from being achieved by traditional symbol processing and other classical algorithms with if-then clauses. A robot operating in unstructured human environment
has to actively perceive the world through its high-dimensional multi-modal observations and find complicated action plans to accomplish a given task. In practice,
the sensory observations received by the robot are affected by many internal and
external factors which cannot be foreseen by an engineered design. Different conditions in which the robot could be situated may not be enumerated and handled
by explicit programming. Also, the high degrees of freedom to control a robot and
3
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unknown dynamics of the environment hinder pre-made controllers to be applicable
to novel situations.
In such cases, data-driven methods that train an action-selection policy based
on sensorimotor contingencies (SMC), i.e., regularities between motor actions and
associated changes in sensory observations, hold the promise of obtaining a proper
solution with minimum intervention of human experts. In this thesis, we study AI
and machine learning methodologies that enable a robot achieving different physical
skills by training action-selection policies based on data experienced by the robot’s
sensor inputs and motor outputs, in short, sensorimotor data. The benefits of such
formulations are:
1. Policy training with sensorimotor data can be applied to tasks which are hard
to model analytically. Examples of such tasks are collaborating with humans
or manipulating objects in physical contact, in which cases modeling the dynamics of the system is challenging, if not impossible. In such situations,
regularities of sensorimotor data experienced by the robot can be used, directly (model-free) or indirectly by constructing a model first (model-based),
to obtain the action policy.
2. Such sensorimotor approaches potentially equip a robot with an open-ended
capability to acquire novel skills progressively during the lifetime of the robot.
It is no longer reasonable to deliver a robot with just a few preprogrammed
skills. In many emerging applications, it is required to program (teach) the
robot in place to handle new tasks in dynamic working environments where expert knowledge is unavailable. Sensorimotor approaches formulate the policy
training task using raw sensorimotor data experienced directly by the robot
without any hand-crafted preprocessing or extraction of high-level symbols.
Thus such solutions preserve the possibility to acquire novel skills purely based
on new experiences with little support of a human trainer.
3. Data-driven methods hold the promise of realizing adaptable behavior to compensate for changes in the environment or the robot embodiment. Updating
an action policy continually based on sensorimotor data keeps the robot operative even under drastic changes in the robot mechanical structure, e.g.,
halting a motor or loosing a sensory channel, or in the environment, e.g.,
replacing a task object with a different one.
4. The entire policy can be implemented by a single function, e.g., a neural
network, to improve the robustness of the process in comparison to implementing the policy by concatenating a number of individual processing units.
The complexity, hence the vulnerability, of a process is increased as the number of fragile components grows. A good example is the traditional computer
vision pipeline that consists of a number of hand-crafted units including preprocessing, feature extraction and classification blocks. It has been shown
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that the robustness of the process can be considerably improved by replacing all the units with a single deep network architecture which is trained
end-to-end [1, 2, 3].
5. Policies learned directly based on sensorimotor data can potentially discover
shortcuts between observations and motor actions which may not be easily
explored by human experts (see, e.g., [4]).
The regularities of sensorimotor data experienced by a robot in an environment
for a given task can be modeled by: (1) an action policy which procures motor
actions given sensory observations and, (2) a forward model which maps motor
actions to changes in sensory observations. Such sensorimotor contingencies (SMCs)
are obtained at different levels of interaction with the world, (1) modality-related
SMCs capture the contingencies of the sensorimotor data caused by the robot’s own
embodiment, e.g., visual changes perceived by the robot when it moves its arms,
(2) object-related SMCs describe the sensorimotor regularities when manipulating
an object, e.g., SMCs experienced when pushing different objects on a table top
and, (3) socialized SMCs concern the regularities of the sensorimotor data when
interacting with another agent such as a human or another robot, e.g., when two
agents carry a jointly held object. Such SMCs can be integrated to infer highlevel semantic knowledge about the interaction as well as to obtain action-selection
policies to act in the environment. In the next chapters, we explain how these
ideas are implemented on real robot applications to efficiently acquire complicated
skills which entail processing high-dimensional sensory observations to produce long
sequence of motor actions.

1.1

Landscape of AI in robotics

In this section, we introduce briefly a landscape of AI in robotics from the perspective deemed to be relevant to this thesis. For brevity, we exclude parts of AI
history or paradigms in AI, that are less relevant to our topic to concisely situate
our work w.r.t. the relevant paradigms and ideas. Exclusion of a discipline should
not be judged as the discipline being unimportant.
Artificial intelligence was born as a new field at a workshop at Dartmouth
College in 1956 [5]. McCarthy et al., [6] proposed a new field named artificial
intelligence as an interdisciplinary area claiming that "every aspect of learning or
any other feature of intelligence can in principle be so precisely described that a
machine can be made to simulate it. An attempt will be made to . . . solve kinds of
problems now reserved for humans, and improve themselves". This approach on AI
was constructed based on manipulations of high-level symbols defined as "necessary
and sufficient means for general intelligent action" [7]. They claimed that AI can
be achieved by manipulating these types of symbols.
Based on this idea, early AI algorithms were developed which were able to
prove mathematical theorems and play formal games such as checkers and chess.

6
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A noticeable difference between those approaches and more modern AI methods
is that they emphasized mind-as-computer metaphor which considers the body as
something merely to carry the brain and execute its commands.
Expert systems are the best examples of realizing AI by manipulating high-level
and human-readable symbols. They were introduced to automate decision making
processes which were previously confined to human experts. An expert system
consists of two components, the inference engine and the knowledge database. In
general, the knowledge database is represented by a number of facts which, in a
given context, can be evaluated as true or false or as a continuous value in fuzzy
sets [8]. The inference engine manipulates the facts using a set of if-then rules to
infer new facts or to make action-decisions.
Early success of expert systems were reported to solve the problem of reasoning
about molecular structures (DENDRAL project) [9] and automatic medical diagnosis (MYCIN project). In the former case, the expert knowledge was derived from
general theoretical models while, in the latter case, the information was acquired
by interviewing experts. Expert systems, especially fuzzy control systems [10] due
to their inherent continuity, are also applied to implement action-decision policies
for robotic problems. However, since it is generally impossible to hand-design a set
of simple rules to control robots with high dimensional sensorimotor spaces, the applicability of such methods have been limited to design simple controllers mapping
low-dimensional sensors, e.g., proximity sensors, to low-dimensional motor spaces
to realize simple behaviors, e.g., navigating in an environment by avoiding obstacles
[11].
Despite the success of these methods to solve a handful of tasks, their application
on real robotic problems was not impressive. Today, such approaches to implement
intelligence are known as weak AI, since they do not scale up to complicated real
world problems. Brooks, among others, criticized the idea of symbolic representation in a paper titled "Elephants don’t play chess" [12] and argued that "the world
is its own best model . . . It always has every detail there is to be known. The trick
is to sense it appropriately and often enough". Haugeland in his book "Artificial
Intelligence: The Very Idea" used "Good Old-Fashioned Artificial Intelligence", in
short GOFAI, to refer to symbolic AI [13].
As the result of these failures, the human-centered view of AI to duplicate human
faculties turned to more biologically inspired view which construct methods to
mimic sensorimotor coordination capabilities of insects and animals [14]. Behaviorbased robotics (BBR) introduced by Brooks [12] focused on replicating intelligent
behavior of biological systems with robots. He criticized construction of internal
representation of the world, and in a series of papers, e.g., "Intelligence Without
Representation" [15] and "Intelligence Without Reason" [16], motivated to ground
representation in the sensorimotor space of the robot and also to link between
sensor and motor data adaptively in a reactive fashion. In other words, instead of
decomposing a policy to perception, planning and control, the behavior of a robot
should be governed by a number of complete action-observation processing units
[17, 18].
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The embodiment view is also a closely related topic to BBR, in that it also
emphasizes the coupling of body, brain and environment as essential in intelligent
behaviors. Furthermore, this view explicitly highlights the role of body by the slogan intelligence requires body [12, 14, 19, 20, 21]. It considers body as an important
element of intelligence and not just something to carry the brain.
The intuition to unfold the importance of body in the emergence of our cognitive abilities can be explained from several perspectives: (1) The morphology of our
body is taken into account when we perform different physical activities, e.g., running or grasping an object. This means that our brain is not involved in every aspect
of the process and it exploits, e.g., the elasticity of the muscle-tendon system and
the softness of the fingertips to reduce its computational burden [14]. (2) Another
perspective is the role of the actions (motor activities) to develop the perception,
i.e., the system which extracts information from multi-modal high-dimensional sensory observations. O’Regan and Noë [22] argued that visual perception, i.e., the
way we perceive a 3D, colorful view of the world, is not merely associated to photoreceptor cells of the retina of our eyes, but is also associated to all muscles that
move the eyes. The concept was earlier introduced by Ballard [23] as active vision.
From this perspective, existence of a body which links motors and sensors together
is vital to shape perception. (3) A body is also required to comprehend the meaning of many abstract notions in our physical world. As an example, it is possible
for a bodiless computer program to understand a notion of color or size of objects
it is observing by a camera, but rather impossible to get a feeling of softnesses of
different surfaces unless it touches them by a physical hand equipped with tactile
sensing. There are many such physical notions that are linked to actions which
may not be understood without a body making the required actions feasible.
Developmental robotics, also known as epigenetic robotics, is a relatively novel
research field at the intersection of robotics and developmental psychology and
neuroscience [24], which studies lifelong and open-ended acquisition of novel skills in
embodied robots. The study aims to provide insight about how biological systems,
e.g., human infants, are developing by implementing different theoretical models
on a robot, and also, seeking tools and methods to equip robots with advanced
learning capabilities acquired from the study. Like other modern approaches in AI,
developmental robotics emphasizes the role of body and also the coupling between
brain, body and environment as a prerequisite to acquire intelligent behaviors.
Furthermore, developmental robotics studies emergence of intelligence by (1) an
incremental learning process based on which former knowledge and skills are reused
to gradually implement more advanced ones, (2) a constraint-based optimization
in which constraints on sensations and motor abilities are diminished gradually
to impose the learner at a proper level of complexity, (3) motivational systems
which produce internal rewards either to satisfy extrinsic desires, such as finding a
power supply, or intrinsic curiosity, e.g., to reduce an uncertainty, (4) integration
of sensorimotor data to acquire anticipation and categorization abilities and, (5)
social interaction to guide the agent to learn novel skills by, e.g., imitation or
demonstration [24, 25]
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Acquiring human-level intelligence by machines (computers or robots) was the
major goal of the artificial intelligence field from the very beginning. However, the
attention shifted mostly to realize basic behaviors of simpler biological systems such
as insects, animals and human infants after the initial failure to obtain human-level
skills in many tasks. However in recent years, we have witnessed a revival of efforts
to realize human-level intelligence, this time based on the big-data paradigm. The
most significant work to implement human-level performance, was the work done
by Krizhevsky et al., [2] to train a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) using
millions of labeled images to classify visual objects in a challenge named Imagenet
Large Scale Visual Recognition, 2012. In this challenge, they succeeded to considerably reduce the gap between human and machine performance in classifying visual
objects in single images. Later efforts, e.g., [3], resulted in more advanced deep
CNN architectures which even surpass the performance of humans. Although this
is a significant achievement in the history of AI, still human-level visual perception
is far from being realized. This level of intelligence would require drastic paradigm
shift, since our proficiency to interpret a visual scene is highly intertwined with our
motor abilities to direct the gaze to infer more information. Furthermore, We exploit internal models to continuously make predictions about what is likely to come
next, and therefore unlike the Imagenet challenge, visual objects are not appearing
to us out of the context.
Another breakthrough to achieve human-level performance is the introduction
of deep reinforcement learning by Mnih et al., [26] to train a CNN to play a number
of Atari games at the level of human experts, provided raw visual images of the
games. Deep reinforcement learning is a paradigm based on which deep neural
networks (generally convolutional types) are trained by advanced reinforcement
learning methods to solve a sequential decision making process. Inspired by the
recent success of deep RL to play Atari games, AI and robotic research substantially
shifted toward this new paradigm. One of the noticeably important work is the
line of research by Silver et al., [27] to introduce AlphaGo as the first computer
program to defeat human experts in the game of Go. The first version of AlphaGo
was initialized with thousands of human demonstrations of the game. In a later
version, they showed that the performance improves by initializing the network
randomly without any demonstrations [28].
The applicability of deep RL approaches to acquire complex visuomotor robotic
skills has been another important line of research since early time deep RL demonstrated successfully to solve a handful of virtual tasks. Levine et al., [29] were
among early researchers revealing successful applications of deep RL to train visuomotor policies, end-to-end, from raw visual images to motor torques. There
are many recent and ongoing efforts, including this thesis, to train generalizable
[30, 31, 32], transferable [33, 34], adaptable [35, 36, 37] robot action-selection policies with minimal intervention of experts [38, 39, 40]. However, in order to obtain
more human-like physical skills, we should focus on methods that (1) design incremental learning algorithms which exploit earlier skills to construct more complicated ones given limited and sparse data (2) design architectural hierarchies to
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abstract sensorimotor regularities for knowledge sharing among different tasks, (3)
comprise model uncertainties when making action-decisions and also explain why
such decisions are made based on the internal state of the model and the latest
action-observation data and, (4) construct perception models that actively process observations over a period of time to alleviate issues such as the difference in
viewpoints and depth prediction ambiguities and partial observabilities [41].

1.2

Outline and contributions

The thesis is structured in six chapters including this introduction. In the next
chapter, we provide the background to the policy search problem in robotics and
also review the related work. The thesis is mainly divided into two parts, modelbased and deep feed-forward policy training which are discussed in Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4, respectively. In Chapter 5, a summary of the included publications is
provided, and Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and introduces our future work. The
included publications are provided in Part II.
In the rest of this section, we list our contributions to model-based policy training, introduced in Chapter 3, and deep feed-forward policy training, discussed in
Chapter 4, and also provide a list of our publications that are related to each topic.

Model-based policy training
We conducted several studies to train action-selection policies from scratch merely
based on sensorimotor data experienced by our robotic platforms to accomplish a
handful of tasks. The main focus of the studies is to incrementally construct a
dynamic forward model on-line as the robot collects data from its interaction with
an environment. The updated forward model in each iteration is directly optimized
to obtain a sequence of motor commands to reach the goal defined by a given
task, and the recorded sensorimotor data are used to update the forward model
incrementally. This loop is repeated until a satisfactory performance is achieved.
We derived two different model-based frameworks based on Gaussian processes
to obtain action-selection policies for different robotic tasks demonstrating (1) significant data-efficiency to obtain action-policies from scratch, (2) substantial adaptivity to both intrinsic and extrinsic changes in the system dynamics and, (3) safe
action-decision making under critical uncertainties. Details of these frameworks are
presented in Chapter 3, and also in our publications listed here:
(A) Ghadirzadeh, A., Kootstra, G., Maki, A. and Björkman, M., 2014, August.
Learning visual forward models to compensate for self-induced image motion.
In Robot and Human Interactive Communication, 2014 RO-MAN: The 23rd
IEEE International Symposium on (pp. 1110-1115). IEEE.
(B) Ghadirzadeh, A., Maki, A. and Björkman, M., 2015, September. A sensorimotor approach for self-learning of hand-eye coordination. In Intelligent Robots
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and Systems (IROS), 2015 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on (pp. 49694975). IEEE.

(C) Ghadirzadeh, A., Bütepage, J., Kragic, D. and Björkman, M., 2016, May.
Self-learning and adaptation in a sensorimotor framework. In Robotics and
Automation (ICRA), 2016 IEEE International Conference on (pp. 551-558).
IEEE.
(D) Ghadirzadeh, A., Bütepage, J., Maki, A., Kragic, D. and Björkman, M.,
2016, October. A sensorimotor reinforcement learning framework for physical human-robot interaction. In Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), 2016
IEEE/RSJ International Conference on (pp. 2682-2688). IEEE.
In papers (A) and (B), the PhD student formulated the research question, devised the methodologies, wrote the papers, implemented the algorithms and performed the experiments. Dr. Kootstra helped in writing the introduction part and
also formulating the research question in paper (A). The research questions and the
methodologies to solve the problems in papers (C) and (D) were proposed by the
PhD student. Judith Bütepage, a PhD student at RPL, helped in implementing
the algorithms, writing the papers and performing the experiments. Most of the experiments for paper (C) was done by her. In all of the publications, the supervisors
reviewed and commented to improve the papers.

Deep feed-forward policy training
We presented a novel reinforcement learning framework to train a deep CNN actionselection policy, mapping high-dimensional visual observations to a sequence of
motor commands by a single forward pass of the deep CNN architecture. We
proposed to divide the deep network into three blocks (super-layers) as perception,
policy and behavior super-layers and either train each block individually (paper
(E)) or the whole network, end-to-end, by the use of the expectation-maximization
method (paper (F)).
An important novelty in our proposed framework is the introduction of the behavior super-layer as a generative model to produce sequences of motor actions
given a point in a low-dimensional latent variable space called an action manifold.
We demonstrated that using this technique, we are able to convert a sequential
action-decision process, that is hardly possible to be solved by reinforcement learning approaches, to a manageable multi-armed bandit problem which can be solved
very efficiently using standard policy search techniques.
Furthermore, we demonstrated that we can efficiently train the gigantic behavior
and perception super-layers, respectively, by motor samples collected in simulation
and, visual data either generated synthetically or borrowed from computer vision
datasets, e.g., Imagenet. We illustrated experimentally that the discrepancy between the synthetic and real-robot data can be compensated by training the policy
super-layer, which maps the low-dimensional state representation, extracted by the
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perception super-layer, to the low-dimensional action manifold, as the input of the
behavior super-layer, using policy search approaches by real-robot data.
We validated our proposed framework and architecture on a number of complicated visuomotor tasks, such as training a deep policy network implemented on
a PR2 robot to throw a ball to different visual objects given qualitative terminal
rewards. According to our best knowledge, this is the first time that a policy search
method is implemented on a real robot to train such complicated visuomotor tasks
merely based on qualitative terminal rewards. We outline our frameworks in Chapter 4. Also, a detailed description of the methods can be found in the following
publications:

INCLUDED PUBLICATIONS
(E) Ghadirzadeh, A., Maki, A., Kragic, D. and Björkman, M., 2017, September.
Deep predictive policy training using reinforcement learning. In Intelligent
Robots and Systems (IROS), 2017 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on (pp.
2351-2358). IEEE.

PREPRINTS NOT INCLUDED
(F) Ghadirzadeh, A., Kragic, D. and Björkman, M., 2018. Generalizable End-toend Trajectory Optimization using Adversarial Deep Reinforcement Learning.
arXiv preprint.
(G) Chen, X., Ghadirzadeh, A., Folkesson, J. and Patric, J., 2018. Deep Reinforcement Learning to Acquire Navigation Skills for Wheel-Legged Robots in
Complex Environments. arXiv preprint.
In papers (E) and (F), the PhD student formulated the research question, devised the methodologies, wrote the papers, implemented the algorithms and performed the experiments. The supervisors reviewed and commented to improve both
of the papers. As the second author of paper (G), the student helped in formulating
the research question and proposing the methodology, and also writing parts of the
paper.

Chapter 2

Introduction to Policy Training
In this chapter, we provide the background of policy training in robotic to make
sequential action decisions to achieve a goal. We introduce reinforcement learning
and model predictive control as the prominent solutions to address the policy training problem. We also review related work to active perception, state representation
learning, model-based policy acquisition and reinforcement learning.

2.1

Policy training problem

In this section, we provide a formal definition of the policy training problem. The
goal is to obtain an action-selection policy π to successfully perform a given task,
e.g., pouring liquid from a bottle into a mug, throwing objects, fastening screws
or physically collaborating with a human partner. We only consider episodic tasks
consisting of a finite number of time-steps at which the robot observes its world
and makes action-decisions. The robot has to achieve the goal within a maximum
number of time-steps, otherwise, it fails at the task. In every time step t, the
robot commands the motor action ut given the sensor input ot . The agent selects
the action according to the policy which either assigns distributions over actions
given observations π(ut |ot ), or deterministically map an observation to an action
ut ← π(ot ). The sensory observation ot is a high-dimensional mapping of the
state st , which is a set of variables representing the configuration of the robot and
the environment. The state evolves over time in response to the actions taken by
the robot and the dynamic of the system. We assume a Markov Decision Process
(MDP) in which states evolve as a stochastic function p(st+1 |st , at ) of the current
state and action (not a history of the past state-action values). The robot does
not access the states of the system directly, but perceives them through its sensory
observations. By assuming a function which yields the state of the system given the
current observation, we can consider the same Markovian property for the evolution
of the observations.
A trial to performs a task, is represented as a trajectory of action-observation
13
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pairs experienced by the robot in an episode τ = {o0 , u0 , ...oT −1 , uT −1 }, where T
is the length of the trajectory. The probability of a trajectory under a stochastic
policy π is given by,
p(τ |π) = p(o0 )

T
Y

p(ot+1 |ot , ut )π(ut |ot ).

(2.1)

t=1

The policy search problem is formulated as finding an action-selection policy which
increases the likelihood of successful trajectories, i.e., trajectories leading to accomplishment of the task.
In order to mathematically evaluate the success of a task, a reward signal is
given to the learning agent (robot) which is an indication of the performance. The
policy acquisition problem is then defined as finding an action policy such that the
accumulated reward over a period of time is maximized. This formulation is unlike
supervised learning in which the target output is given for a set of training data.
Instead, in order to train the policy, the agent has to stochastically sample an action
given the current state, execute the action and receive the reward feedback. The
actions which result in higher values of accumulated rewards are reinforced such
that the likelihood of selecting those actions in the corresponding states is increased.
That is why the learning paradigm is known as reinforcement learning. Assuming
a reward probability function p(r|ot , ut , t) which assigns a distribution over the
reward value given an action-observation pair and the time-step, the outcome or
return of a trajectory is defined as:
R(τ ) =

T
X

γ T −t Ep(r|ot ,ut ,t) [r],

(2.2)

t=0

where, 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, is a discount factor. The policy acquisition problem is defined as
finding a policy π such that the expected return is maximized when acting according
to π:
π ∗ = argmax Eτ ∼π [R(τ )].
(2.3)
π

Reward function
A Reward function produces a reward signal at every time-step in which the robot
makes an action decision. The reward function can be implemented internally
by the robot software or externally by an evaluation system or a human trainer.
Generally, it is difficult, if not impossible, for a human to evaluate every action of
the robot in a sequence. Furthermore, in some tasks, e.g., throwing an object, it
is impossible to evaluate individual motor actions, both internally and externally.
In such cases, one has to evaluate all the actions in a sequence based on the final
outcome of the task. This leads to the definition of a terminal reward as a reward
given at the completion of a task evaluating all action-decisions made in the episode
by a single value.
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The reward can take discrete values, especially when it comes from a human
trainer. In such a case, we assume it is sampled from a Categorical distribution,
where each category refers to a qualitative evaluation, e.g., good or bad, w.r.t. the
performance of the task. A qualitative terminal reward is a convenient choice when
evaluations come from human trainers. However, this type of reward is the least
informative signal to update an action policy. We discuss policy training methods
to exploit these types of rewards in Chapter 4.

Trajectory optimization
A trajectory optimization (feed-forward control) problem involves obtaining a policy
which, conditioned on an observation, generates a sequence of actions resulting in a
successful accomplishment of the task. In this case, unlike reactive policy search, the
robot does not receive immediate observation feedback after every action-decision.
The problem is to find a feed-forward sequence of motor commands given a single
observation at the beginning of the episode. In this case, a trajectory consists of an
observation followed by a sequence of motor commands, i.e., τ = {o0 , u0 , ..., uT −1 }.
A reward function evaluates either every action-decision by immediate rewards or
the final outcome by a terminal reward.

Multi-armed bandit
Similar to the introduced policy search problem, a multi-armed bandit is defined to
acquire an action-selection policy which maximizes expected reward outcome in a
series of trials. However, in this case, a trial only consists of selecting a single timestep action for a given observation. In other words, a multi-armed bandit is a special
case of policy search for which T = 1. Multi-armed bandits are less complicated
compared to policy search, since it only considers a single time-step dynamic of the
process. In Chapter 4, we describe an approach to solve a complicated trajectory
optimization problem by first converting it to a multi-armed bandit and then solving
the secondary problem using standard policy search approaches.

2.2

Reinforcement learning

Reinforcement learning (see [42, 43]) is a paradigm in machine learning in which
an agent (robot) learns to make sequential action decisions to maximize a return
outcome, such as the one introduced in Equation 2.2. RL provides a theoretically
sound foundation for sensorimotor policy training. The robot interacts with its environment by performing exploratory actions and perceiving the consequences by
its sensory observations and reward feedback. RL solutions obtain action-selection
policies by reinforcing action-observation pairs which result in higher return outcomes. Recent RL approaches train highly flexible function approximators such as
deep neural networks mapping sensory observations to the reinforced motor actions
directly [26, 27, 29, 44].
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Applying RL methods to a physical robot is very challenging. There are many
studies dealing with this problem (see [45, 46]). Here, we list a number of such
challenges:
1. Data inefficiency: RL approaches generally require a huge amount of actionobservation data to train a policy properly. However, in most cases, it is not
sensible to run a physical robot long enough to generate sufficient data.
2. Reward sparsity and reward shaping: Random explorations in complicated
robotic problems rarely result in a reward outcome. This problem, referred to
as the reward sparsity problem, hinders a RL agent to learn a proper action
policy. A common solution, known as reward shaping [47], is to devise a
reward-function which guides the agent to a solution. In practice, devising
such functions requires expert knowledge and often introduces biases causing
suboptimal solutions.
3. High-dimensional sensorimotor spaces: Unlike many standard RL benchmarks, robotic problems are often best represented by high-dimensional continuous sensorimotor spaces which render many standard RL solutions impractical to train a policy with a reasonable amount of robot data.
4. Explorations: An important question for a RL agent is how to explore the
action space efficiently to obtain an optimal action policy. In general, the
problem is to find a balance between exploitation of the actions found to be
rewarding versus exploration of new actions which potentially give rise to
higher rewards. Therefore, exploration is an inevitable part of reinforcement
learning. However, exploring a new action in a sequential decision making
process alters the distribution of the sensorimotor data which hinders estimating the return value statistically because of insufficient samples drawn
from the new distribution.
5. Credit assignment problem: The RL paradigm is based on reinforcing actions
which are found to be effective in generating rewards. However, in a sequential
decision making process, it is not intuitive to assign a received reward to a
particular action in the sequence. This is known as the credit assignment
problem in reinforcement learning. The common solution is to reinforce all
the actions in the sequence based on their temporal difference to the reward
event. However, this would reinforce poor actions in the episode as well,
therefore resulting in a suboptimal solution.
The aforementioned issues make robot policy training a fundamental research
topic within reinforcement learning. There has been a massive amount of research
devoted to this topic in recent decades. In Section 2.4, we introduce a number
of recent approaches to adapt RL solutions to complex sensorimotor robot policy
training problems. Chapter 3 and 4 are devoted to outline our contributions to
efficiently train action-policies for robotic problems.

2.3. MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL

2.3
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Model predictive control

Model predictive control (MPC) (see [23]) is a closely related method to reinforcement learning to obtain an action-selection policy based on which a sequence of
action decisions are made to optimize an objective function. Similar to RL, the
objective function can be defined as the accumulated reward/cost over a period of
time. However, unlike RL which reinforces good actions in a trial-and-error phase,
MPC directly searches for the optimal actions over a period of time which is shorter
than the length of the episode.
MPC refers to a range of methods to obtain action-selection policies (controllers)
consisting of (1) a dynamic forward model which predicts state evolutions over a
period (horizon) of future time instants given a sequence of actions (2) an objective
function which maps distributions over the predicted states to a cost value and, (3)
a receding strategy to update the optimization time-horizon based on which the
next action decision (control signal) is found. In the following sections, we provide
a short explanation of each component of MPC. Before doing that though, we have
to clarify our assumptions about the MPC paradigm used in this thesis. We assume
that:
• the dynamic model of the system is not known a priori,
• the states of the system are not directly measurable and instead the robot
perceives the world through its sensory observations,
• the objective function is defined over the sensory observations.
In such scenarios, instead of learning a dynamic model representing state evolutions,
we learn sensorimotor contingencies. Such contingencies represent distributions
over the actions conditioned on the observations (policy) and, distributions over
future observations given the current action-observation pair (forward model).

Forward dynamic model
A forward model assigns distributions over the next observation conditioned on the
current action-observation pair. More formally a forward model denoted by F is
defined as:
p(ot+1 |ot , ut ) = F (ot , ut ).
(2.4)
Model-based policy training highly depends on the quality of the model to obtain a proper policy. Finding a perfect model of a physical robot is nearly impossible
due to the sparsity of data in high-dimensional sensorimotor spaces, noisy measurements and partial observability. Furthermore, the model itself can be too restrictive
to represent the underlying process. Since the policy is trained based on the information provided by the model, a small error in the chain of predictions made by
the model results in a large error to update the policy. Hence, extra considerations
should be taken into account when updating a policy based on a model. We explain
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our contributions to formulate an efficient model-based policy training in Chapter
3.

Objective function
The objective function assigns a scalar value representing the cost or reward of
a sequence of state-action (in our case, sensorimotor) data to accomplish a given
task. The objective function in conjunction with the forward model is optimized
iteratively to find an optimal sequence of actions.

Receding horizon strategy
In every time-step, MPC optimizes the objective function over a time horizon, a
period starting at the next time instant, to find a sequence of optimal actions with
the same length as the horizon. Once the optimal sequence of the actions is found,
the action corresponding to the next time instant is applied to the robot and the
rests are fed as the initial guess to the optimization in the subsequent horizon.

2.4

Literature review

In this section, we provide a general overview of the related work. The sensorimotor
foundations of the current thesis is based on the mechanisms of biological systems
demonstrating skillful behaviors reviewed by Wolpert et al., in Nature Reviews Neuroscience [48]. They highlighted the main components of motor learning to acquire
skilled behaviors as (1) efficient gathering of task-related sensory data, a process
which is intertwined with the motor actions to provide the most informative data,
(2) three different types of motor learning such as gradient-based and gradient-free
reinforcement learning and use-dependent learning and, (3) efficiently representing
the acquired knowledge, in terms of motor primitives, credit assignments and the
structure of a given task. In this thesis, we studied mostly the first and the second
components introduced in the review. Here, we introduce the related work in these
areas.

Active perception
Active perception, which refers to deliberate use of motor capabilities to support
efficient processing of the sensory observations, has a long tradition in psychological, neuroscience and robotic studies [22, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54]. O’regan and Noë
[22] explained emergence of different sensations, e.g., seeing or hearing in humans
as the consequence of mastery of the corresponding sensorimotor contingencies. As
an example, the neural mechanism which enables seeing a red patch is developed
by sensorimotor experiences when acting on red objects, e.g., gazing on the objects
or moving the eyes away from them. The idea is that the sensation is not the
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neural influx but how the influx alters as the result of the motor actions. According to this theory, perception is defined as mastery of object-related sensorimotor
contingencies.
Perception through anticipation, proposed by Möller [55], focuses on active perception and the role of internal models to anticipate high-level semantics based on
low-level sensorimotor contingencies. Hoffman [56], also Möller and Schenck [57]
trained sensorimotor contingencies in a mobile robotic application to classify an
arrangement of obstacles as a passage or a dead-end by internally exercising the
learned sensorimotor contingencies. Schenck [58, 59] applied a similar concept to
control robotic manipulators to acquire visuomotor skills based on anticipating sensorimotor regularities by training internal models. He demonstrated that spatial
understanding can be achieved merely based on sensorimotor modeling without any
high-level symbolic representation.
We studied advantages of formulating perception problem in robotics as an active process in a number of our work. In [60, 61] we demonstrated that mastery
of sensorimotor contingencies endows a robot with the capabilities to distinguish
sensory cues caused externally by other agents or a change in the environment from
the ones caused by the robot own motor actions. This capability is then used by the
agent to quickly adapt its behavior w.r.t. new conditions. In another study [62],
we presented a learning framework based on the perception through anticipation
concept which ground spatial reasoning about objects in the robot’s own sensorimotor space. This enables acquiring visuomotor reaching skill, from scratch, purely
based on sensorimotor data collected in an active process. Furthermore in [63], we
explained how a robot can acquire high-level understanding of a human partner
through its mastery of sensorimotor contingencies in a physical collaboration task.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that state-of-the-art approaches to address visual perception problems, e.g., visual object detection, is based on processing single
images using deep convolutional neural networks without any considerations of actions. We argue that these approaches owe much of their success to the availability
of tremendous hand labeled images. Furthermore, such methods are applicable to
problems where the objective is to conclude something about an image, e.g., classifying image contents as a cup on a table top, but they do not say much about how
to interact with the object, i.e., how to pick-up the cup in the given example.

State representation learning
Studies on humans motor learning have shown that skilled motor behaviors require efficient gathering and processing of task-relevant sensory information [4,
48, 64]. Due to limited computational resources, it is very important to abstract
high-dimensional sensations from multiple sources to a task-relevant representation
which is suitable to make action decisions. The same argument is applicable to
robotic systems with real-time action decision processes. Here, it is vital to represent a task with a set of states holding sufficient information to train optimal action
policies.
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Unlike computer vision problems [65], it is very hard to find one suitable representation which is applicable to many tasks. A satisfactory representation developed for a manipulation problem does not suit a navigation task, as an example.
Even it is not possible in many cases to transfer representations to similar problems, e.g., a representation learned to picking up a cup may not be transferable
to a task which involves pouring into the same cup [31]. Similarly, there is no
approach which can be applied to many different tasks to learn a suitable state
representation. End-to-end training is by far the most generalizable method to
learn a task-related state representation from raw sensory observations. However,
features learned by end-to-end training do not transfer well to other similar tasks
and have to be learned from scratch for every new task. Also, such methods require
too much data with high diversity to learn a proper representation, or otherwise,
are very prone to overfitting, i.e., learning a set of irrelevant features that are just
common in the limited training dataset [66, 67].
Therefore, state representation learning is challenging, task dependent, weakly
transferable and moreover hard to be evaluated before being assessed on a policy
training problem [68]. To deal with these challenges, many heuristics are devised to
characterize desirable behaviors of the extracted features. Generally these behaviors
are included in representation learning problems by a number of priors. Priors
refer to preliminary knowledge regarding desirable attributes of extracted features
formulated explicitly in the objective function to be optimized. They act as taskdependent regularizers to compensate for the limited sampled data to acquire an
abstraction of high-dimensional observations. The use of such priors is very common
in the representation learning literature. We list a number of most practical ones
in the following:
1. Slow feature analysis (SFA) [69]: SFA is built based on the assumption
that a set of invariant (w.r.t. task-irrelevant features) states can be extracted
by inferring slow features from rapidly varying observations. The fundamental
assumption is that perceived matters or phenomena changes slowly compared
to rapidly varying sensory signals. SFA has been studied in different work,
e.g., [70, 71, 72], to extract invariant features from video recordings. It is
formulated as an optimization problem to find parameters of a set of functions each of which constitutes one dimension of the state vector given raw
sensory observations. The parameters are updated to extract a set of features
varying as slowly as possible for sequences of observations given as the unsupervised training data. To prevent trivial solutions and to find a minimal
representation, features are forced to be zero-mean with unit variance and no
inter-correlation.
2. Physical priors: Beside temporal coherence explained in the previous item,
other laws of physics also govern the interaction of a robot with its real world
environment. Jonschkowski and Brock [73, 74] summarized such laws as:
(1) a simplicity law which favors a minimal representation to model relevant
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aspects of a task, (2) a proportionality law which relates a change in properties
of a task to the amplitude of the corresponding action, (3) a causality law
which ensures a difference in at least on component of two states at which
the same action results in different consequences and, (4) a repeatability law
which favors state representations that result in repeatable consequences for
similar actions.
3. System dynamics priors : It is desirable that the set of extracted states
together with the robot actions form a dynamic system with well-studied characteristics, e.g., linearity [75, 76] or MDP properties [77]. Such preferences
can also be formulated in representation learning problems as priors.
4. Comprehensiveness prior: This prior favors state representations which
together with a decoder model include all information to reconstruct the corresponding observation. Autoencoders (described in Chapter 4) are the most
popular architectures [78, 79, 80, 75, 81, 82] to realize such abstractions. Autoencoders compress data into a low-dimensional manifold based on which the
original data can be restored. It is also beneficial to construct an embedding
of some channels of sensory observations based on which another channel can
be restored [83].
5. Predictability prior: As a Markov Decision Process, it is required that a
state-action pair contains sufficient information to predict the distribution
over the successor state [77]. Also, to improve task-relevancy, it is desirable
that the extracted states encompass data which can be used together with
action data to predict future rewards [84, 40], observations [85] or returns in
terms of value functions [83], a function which estimates expected return given
a state or a state-action pair. Such priors can explicitly be included in the
task learning as general task-independent priors which improve task-relevancy
of the extracted features.
6. Semantic priors: Since many physical tasks involve manipulation of real
objects, it is reasonable to consider high-level semantics such as objectness
[31] or more explicitly class of the task-related objects [32] as prior knowledge.
In this way, a policy can be updated more efficiently to focus on task-relevant
features. Furthermore, such semantic data can be provided to the policy
training problem to compensate for the lack of interactive robot data.
7. Task-specific priors: There are other heuristics proposed in the literature
to exploit different task-specific priors to improve efficiency of their policy
training methods. Such priors are applicable to one specific problem and
may not be viewed as a general-purpose prior compared to the other priors
mentioned in the list. As an example, prediction of loop closure to navigate
in a maze [83] improves the agent’s spatial reasoning capability but is only
applicable to very similar problems.
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8. Auxiliary tasks : An auxiliary task can be formulated as a secondary policy
search problem which is devised to improve the primary policy training task by
sharing parameters and representations. Such auxiliary tasks can be defined
at different complexity levels of the same task [86] or on a different task, e.g.,
controlling observations, that is believed to be beneficial for the original task
[40, 83].
9. Multi-task multi-robot learning: Generally speaking, an end-to-end deep
policy can be viewed as a concatenation of task-specific and robot-specific
modules [33]. The task-specific components can be shared between different
robots, even with different morphology [34], to improve feature invariance
w.r.t. irrelevant observations. Furthermore, robot-specific components can
also be shared between different tasks to enhance the internal representation
of the deep policy [37, 36].

10. Domain randomization: Domain randomization is a technique which has
been mostly used to transfer policies acquired in simulation to real world situations [87, 88, 89, 86]. The basic idea is to randomize non-essential aspects
of observations (mostly in simulation) to acquire an invariant representation.
However, it is not straightforward to manipulate real observations. Furthermore, the randomization process requires a descent amount of prior knowledge
about the task and may introduce biases to the extracted features.
11. Feature shaping: Another type of prior knowledge typically provided to a
learning agent, is to specify explicitly the type of features that constitutes the
state representation. However, unlike other introduced priors which encode
the knowledge into an objective function, here feature are generally prescribed
by the architecture of the perception model. A good example of such feature
shaping can be found in the work by Levine et al., [29, 78], in which states
are chosen in prior as spatial image points by the architecture.
Many recent studies on state representation learning can be categorized in one or
several groups as introduced above. Kompella et al., [82], Frank et al., [90], Luciw et
al., [91], proposed the use of SFA to infer internal states given visual observations
by formulating curiosity driven RL problems. Legenstein et al., [92] proposed a
hierarchical neural network in which data representations at different layers are
formed by learning slow features of the data given by the predecessor layer. They
validated the suitability of extracted features on a number of computer simulated
RL problems. Höfer et al., [93] attempted to classify postures of a humanoid robot
based on SFA features. A major issue with such approaches is that actions and
therefore the task are not taken into account and hence relevance of extracted
features cannot be assured in complex real-world robotic problems.
Jonschkowski et al., [74, 73, 94] proposed the use of physical priors as explained
earlier to learn state representations suitable to control simple race cars with either
top-down or egocentric visual observations, and more recently [94], to encode a
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position-velocity representation for simple control tasks, e.g., inverted pendulum,
cart-pole and ball in cup. Raffin et al., [95] also exploit physical priors to learn a
state representation which can be shared between multiple tasks. A major hurdle to
exploiting physical priors in general robotic problems is that random robot actions
in the initial phase of policy training do not result in any task-dependent outcome in
most cases, therefore, cannot be used to learn a proper representation from scratch.
Using autoencoders to obtain a compact encoding of sensory data by restoring different observed values, e.g., successive sensory observations or rewards, has
been an important line of research in state representation learning. Lange et al.,
proposed deep autoencoders to abstract observations to learn to control a simple
simulated [80] and a toy car racer [79] tasks. Wahlström et al., [81, 96] applied autoencoder training to classical control tasks, e.g., pendulum control, but with the
states given as raw image observations instead of joint angles and velocities. They
proposed to reconstruct both current and next time-step visual observations by the
autoencoder architecture in order to obtain a task-relevant state representation. In
a later study, Assael et al., [97] suggested to also include the prediction error of the
successor latent variable (state) in the objective function to train the autoencoder to
improve data-efficiency of the method. Watter et al., [75] proposed an autoencoder
architecture to find a compressed state representation with an extra constraint that
the new MDP should form a linear dynamic system. In a similar study, Hoof et al.,
[76] exploited autoencoder training to obtain a low dimensional system with linear
dynamics given visual and tactile observations to control a robotic manipulator.
Finn et al., [78] proposed a deep autoencoder architecture to obtain a compact
slow-varying state representation by restoring the original visual data at the output of the autoencoder. They exploited spatial autoencoders which encode a visual
observation with a number of image coordinate positions. This encoding was first
introduced by their earlier study [29] for end-to-end policy training and also used
in a number of similar work [78, 32, 30, 98].
Despite the introduced heuristics to train an autoencoder with the extra taskrelated prior knowledge, compared to end-to-end training, autoencoder feature
learning does not assure task-relevancy. On the other hand, autoencoder features
are more transferable between different but yet similar tasks.
End-to-end training can also be considered as an important method to obtain
a proper representation by learning a mapping (policy) from raw observations to
actions provided a set of training data. It may seem that a learned representation
is not important once the mapping is found, since the ultimate goal is to learn the
mapping and not the representation. However, we argue that the representation is
as important as the mapping, since (1) the internal representation can be shaped
to improve data-efficiency of the policy training problem and also to ensure the
applicability of the acquired policy to unseen situations, (2) the representation can
be shared between different tasks or being constructed in a hierarchical structure to
acquire more complex skills and, (3) the way sensory observations are represented
indicates how the policy makes action decisions and therefore it is an important
clue to study the quality of the acquired policy.
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Reinforcement learning is a popular paradigm to end-to-end training of action
policies. We review related studies to RL methods in a later section. Here we
briefly introduce methods to construct an internal state representation with endto-end policy training.
Deep value-based reinforcement learning, e.g., deep Q-learning [26, 99, 100]
trains a CNN to obtain a mapping from action-observation pairs to expected return
values, therefore acquiring a hierarchical task-specific representation of the actionobservation data. Wang et al., [101] proposed to separate streams of state and
state-action value functions and combine them at a later layer of the network where
the Q-values are estimated to improve the internal representation of the actionobservation data.
Jaderberg et al., [40] investigated suitability of auxiliary tasks to improve policy
training for a simulated labyrinth game in which an agent with egocentric visual
observations searches for a goal position in a maze area while gathering fruits.
They introduced three auxiliary tasks which share a feature representation with the
primary task. The auxiliary tasks which can also be viewed as task-specific priors
are (1) controlling pixel changes, (2) controlling extracted state representations
and, (3) predicting immediate rewards. Mirowski et al., [83] proposed to include
a regression task to restore one sensory channel from the others, e.g., depth from
RGB visual observations, to improve relevance of the encoded features.
Exploiting semantic priors in policy training has recently demonstrated promising results in terms of generality of the acquired policy. Devin et al., [31] exploited
an objectness prior by training a general object detector and devised an attention
mechanism which for every task can be trained separately to attend to task-relevant
objects from a list of objects given by the object detector. Singh et al., [32] proposed to share feature representations between the primary policy training and a
visual object detection task and train them together to extract a set of task-relevant
semantic features for the policy training problem.
As explained earlier, multi-task and multi-robot policy training enable acquiring invariant features which can be transferred to similar problems. Devin et al.,
[33] demonstrated that such formulations of policy training result in a set of features which speeds up training of novel tasks. In a similar study, Gupta et al., [34]
introduced a method to identify and transfer invariant features learned by two morphologically different robots which are solving the same task. They demonstrated
that once a common space of invariant features is found, robots can share their
skills with each other after a quick training phase. Finn et al., [37, 36] proposed
to train a model-agnostic policy which is updated with multiple tasks such that a
small number of gradient descent steps on a novel task would result in satisfactory
performance.

Error-based skill learning
In this section, we review a number of relevant methods that obtain an actionselection policy by constructing a dynamic forward model based on which the
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information to update the policy is obtained. In general, policy training is an
ill-posed problem, i.e., there are several possible combinations of actions that minimize a given objective function. As a result, a proper low-variance estimate of
the objective function gradient w.r.t. policy parameters cannot be obtained merely
based on the observed data. This makes model-free approaches less data-efficient
compared to their model-based counterparts which construct a forward model from
the data to provide a reliable estimation of the gradient.
This type of learning is known as error-based learning in biological studies [48].
It is based on the ability of an agent to sense the actual outcome of its own motor
actions and compare it with the desired one. In this situation, the agent is not only
able to determine the error, but can also estimate the gradient of the error w.r.t.
the motor components [48]. The estimation of the error gradient requires a forward
model to provide the information needed to back-propagate the error. Furthermore,
the forward model can be used to provide an estimation of the gradient w.r.t. the
actions directly. Hence, the optimal actions can be directly found without a policy
parametrization. We discuss related studies for both direct action optimization and
parametric policy optimization in the following sections.

Parametric policy training using forward models
A survey on model-based policy search methods can be found in [45]. We provide
a short review of the most relevant studies to this thesis. The work done by Jordan
and Rumelhart [102] can be considered as a pioneering study to train a neural
network policy based on gradient information provided by a dynamic forward model.
They accommodated the action policy and the forward model in a single neural
network architecture and trained the model in two steps. In the first step, the
forward model is trained based on a set of state-action transition data. In the
second step, the forward model is kept fixed and the policy is trained end-to-end
by back-propagating task errors through the pre-trained forward model.
However, training an accurate forward model in many cases is not feasible considering limited available data and dimensionalities of state-action spaces in robotic
problems. To address this issue, Abbeel et al., [103] suggested to construct local (inaccurate) forward models to update the policy parameters while evaluating
the updated policy using real-robot data to compromise between model-based and
model-free policy training approaches. In such cases, piecewise linear models can
be efficiently exploited to represent a complex nonlinear robotic system around
a number of sampled state-action trajectories. Linear systems can be efficiently
combined with optimal control strategies, e.g., iterative linear quadratic regulator (ILQR) [104], to obtain optimal actions. Levine and Abbeel [105] proposed a
method which iteratively constructs local time-varying linear models by refitting
the model parameters given the latest data. They integrated the local linear forward models with ILQR to obtain a sequence of actions which solves a given task.
They constrained the deviations of the newly sampled state-action trajectory from
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the previous ones, since the linear forward model is only valid in the vicinity of the
previously sampled trajectories.
Deisenroth et al., [106, 107, 108] proposed to learn a forward model, incrementally, by non-parametric Gaussian processes. They introduced a framework called
probabilistic inference for learning control (PILCO) which updates a parametric
policy based on stochastic long-term predictions made by the forward model. In
practice, the framework estimates the expected long-term cost by making a chain
of predictions given uncertain state-action values. Then, the gradient of the expected long-term cost is calculated w.r.t. the policy parameters based on which
the policy is updated in each iteration. PILCO demonstrated that it can speed
up training a policy by extracting more relevant information from the provided
data. However, its computational complexity prevent it from being applied to solve
robotic tasks with high-dimensional sensor inputs. In a more recent study, Gal et
al., [109] aimed at improving the applicability of PILCO to robotic problems with
high-dimensional sensory inputs by implementing the forward models using dropout neural networks instead of Gaussian processes. However, the applicability of
the proposed framework was not evaluated on real robotic problems.
To sum up, in all methods, the forward model provides the direction at which
policy parameters are updated. Most of the methods rely on constructing a local
forward model which is incrementally updated with newly sampled trajectories. In
general, because of changing policy parameters, the distribution of sensorimotor
data is continually altered, therefore the forward model should be continuously
adapted to represent the non-stationary data distribution.

Direct action optimization using forward models
We review methods that directly find a sequence of optimal actions using a forward
model by optimizing a given cost function. These methods are generally known
as model predictive control as introduced in Section 2.3. We only deal with the
methods that construct a forward model incrementally from data.
There are many psychological studies to understand the importance of long-term
predictions by exploiting sensorimotor contingencies in realizing cognitive behaviors. Here, we introduce few of them that are more relevant to this thesis. Möller
and Schenck [57] trained a visual forward model which estimates changes in visual
observations and a tactile forward model which predicts collisions with an obstacle
to learn a simple navigation task on a simulated mobile agent. They demonstrated
that the agent can distinguish a passage from a dead end, merely based on the
learned sensorimotor contingencies, by trying to find a sequence of internally simulated actions that do not result in a collision predicted by the forward models.
Schenck et al., [59] studied potential roles of visual forward models to grasp an
object outside the foveal region of human eyes, i.e., the parts of retina without full
visual acuity. They hypothesized that a visual fixation is internally simulated prior
to planning for arm movements to grasp the object. They validated their hypoth-
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esis on a robotic platform by training a visual forward model and using the model
to grasp extra-foveal objects using the proposed paradigm.
Beside psychological studies to better understand cognitive behaviors of humans
and other biological systems, there are several studies in robotics to exploit the
idea of forward model training to learn robotic controllers. Here, we introduce
few examples of such studies. Sun and Scassellati [110] proposed a data-driven
approach to solve visual servoing, i.e., to control a robotic manipulator by visual
feedback. They trained a forward model mapping joint positions of a manipulator
to corresponding visual points in camera images. The derivatives of the forward
model is used to find a Jacobian matrix which is exploited to obtain optimal motor
actions to control the position of the manipulator.
One important benefit of obtaining action selection strategies by training forward models compared to training task-dependent policies is that the acquired solution is applicable to a wider range of tasks without being dependent on a reward
function. This is especially important when implementing a visuomotor skill, since
visual tasks require lots of detailed human supervision. Dosovitskiy and Koltun
[111] used this idea to acquire optimal action-selection behavior in VizDoom, an
AI research platform based on Doom game [112]. They trained an action-value
function that predicts changes in a linear function of a hand-crafted state vector
which contains sufficient information to make optimal action decisions. The goal is
defined as to find the action which maximizes the predicted value.
Oh et al., [113] proposed a deep network architecture to implement a visual
forward model to predict visual observations for a sequence of actions for a number of Atari games. Based on this idea, Finn et al., [114, 115] proposed a similar
deep network architecture to learn a visual forward model applicable to robotic
manipulation problems. The visual forward model predicts pixel values from previous visual observations and motor actions. The proposed algorithm was applied
to push objects to a visual target position specified by an image of the object in
the final position.
In Chapter 3, we introduce our methods which obtain an action policy by constructing a forward model and directly optimizing the model to find optimal actions.
Similar to the introduced approaches, the idea is to update a local model incrementally by sampling new data according to a policy which seeks to reach to a given
goal by optimizing the forward model directly. We demonstrate that long-term
action-selection strategies can be achieved by incrementally refining the forward
model using only a handful of trials by the techniques we developed in our studies.

Deep reinforcement learning
The literature on reinforcement learning is very rich. In recent years, reinforcement learning has received lots of attention because of the new trend in end-to-end
training of action-selection policies that map raw sensor inputs to motor outputs
by deep architectures. In this section, we review recent deep RL efforts that have
considerably affected robotic research.
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The pioneering work in deep reinforcement learning is deep Q-network (DQN)
proposed by Mnih et al., [26, 116] which trains a deep action-value function by Qlearning [117]. They demonstrated that human-level performance can be achieved
by directly learning from high-dimensional visual sensory inputs without constructing hand-crafted state representations. DQN improves an earlier method proposed
by Riedmiller [118] known as neural fitted Q-learning (NFQ) by exploiting stochastic gradient descent and a more efficient batch update method, called experience
replay [119]. Furthermore, Mnih et al., demonstrated that end-to-end training of
perception and motor layers of the network is advantageous over training them
individually to improve the performance of the final policy.
DQN frameworks have been studied and improved by several later work. van
Hasselt et al., [120] proposed double DQN (DDQN) to address the overestimation
issue which is inherent in Q-learning because of the maximization step over an estimated value-function. They exploited the idea of double Q-learning [121] to use
separate functions to select and to evaluate an action. Mnih et al., [99] proposed to
parallelize data collection among multiple agents instead of the experience replay
method to alleviate the issue with non-stationary samples. This idea has been applied to learn manipulation skills by a number of robots trained in parallel [30, 122].
Lillicrap et al., [100] extended the idea proposed by DQN method to continuous
action spaces by introducing a deep version of deterministic policy gradient (DPG)
proposed by Silver et al., [123] and called it deep DPG (DDPG). They formulated
an actor-critic algorithm based on DPG method to train a policy (actor) together
with an action-value function (critic) using the ideas introduced in DQN to stabilize
Q-learning with neural network functions.
Policy search is an alternative to value-function based methods in reinforcement
learning which directly optimizes parameters for a given policy parametrization
[45]. These methods avoid construction of action-value functions which require
substantial amount of data. Here, we only review recent policy search methods
to train a deep policy network. A survey of policy search methods in robotics is
provided by Deisenroth et al., [45]. Furthermore a benchmark suit for continuous
control tasks and comparisons of different deep RL methods is presented by Duan
et al., [124].
Schulman et al., [44] introduced a surrogate function with a trust region constraint and also two optimization methods to incrementally train a parametric
policy. This method is known as trust region policy optimization (TRPO). In a
more recent work [125], they introduced a clipped version of TRPO surrogate function which is easier to implement and yields better sample efficiency. Gu et al.,
[126] proposed a model-based Q-learning approach for continuous control, known
as normalized advantage function (NAF). They exploited deep Q-learning to derive
parameters of a linear feedback controller according to ILQR formulation.
Guided policy search (GPS) introduced by Levine et al., [29, 127, 105, 128]
is a paradigm in which RL policy search problem is decomposed into trajectory
optimization and supervised learning. In this paradigm, a number of local linear
controllers are updated on-line based on trajectory optimization methods, e.g.,
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ILQR [29, 127, 105], path integral stochastic optimal control [98] or model predictive
control [129], and then a global neural network policy is updated incrementally by
supervised learning methods given the trajectories sampled from the local policies.
In Chapter 4, we introduce two different deep RL frameworks to train a deep
feed-forward neural network architecture that maps a visual observation to a sequence of motor actions to accomplish a task. Our proposed approaches belong to
policy search reinforcement learning. Furthermore, one of the proposed methods
is related to GPS in that it introduces a variational policy which, similar to the
local policies in GPS, is trained to provide supervised training data for the deep
policy network. We demonstrate that our approaches solve complicated physical
tasks efficiently by few hundreds of trials to achieve generalizable action policies.

2.5

Summary

In this chapter, we provided the background for the thesis regarding obtaining
action-selection policies for robotic problems by reinforcement learning and model
predictive control. Furthermore, we reviewed related studies to active perception,
state representation learning, error-based policy training and deep reinforcement
learning. In the following chapters, we provide a general overview of the methods
that are developed in our studies to obtain action-selection policies for robotic
problems.

Chapter 3

Model-Based Policy Training

Observations 𝑜𝑡

Env.

Rewards
𝑟𝑡+1

Actions
𝑢𝑡

𝑠𝑡−1

Perception
Model
States 𝑠𝑡

Policy
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Forward
Model
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Figure 3.1: The general scheme of model-based policy search approaches introduced
in this chapter.
In this chapter, we describe the model-based approaches developed in our studies
to obtain an action-selection policy for sensorimotor control of robotic manipulators.
Model-based policy search explicitly trains a dynamic forward model to represent
p(st+1 |st , ut ), which is subsequently used to train the policy. Figure 3.1 illustrates
the general scheme for the model-based policy search approaches. We assume an
MDP in which the current state is provided by a perception model given the current
observation and the previous state of the process. We defer the description of the
perception model to Chapter 4. Here, we assume the MDP is characterized by a set
of continuous states and actions, a state-action transition probability, a probability
distribution over the initial state and a reward function. The policy searches for the
optimal action given the current state by performing internal simulations using the
forward model. The forward model is then updated by the state-action transition
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data sampled from the real process.
The main advantage of the model-based policy search methods is that obtaining
a dynamic forward model based on empirical data is less complicated than training
a policy directly. The reason is that, unlike policy training, the target values to
train a forward model are directly observable (but often, corrupted by measurement
noise). Furthermore there is no time complexity in training a forward model. The
model depends only on a single state-action transition data, and in case of stationary
processes, i.e., processes which are not changed over time, state-action transition
data can be used to train the forward model irrespective of its time-stamp.
i
}i=1:N
Therefore, provided tuples of {sit , uit , sit+1 , rt+1
t=0:T −1 , it is beneficial to train
a forward model representing p(st+1 |st , ut ), first, and then use this model to obtain
the action policy to maximize the accumulated reward. In this case, the model is
used to provide:
1. State-action transition data that is sampled from p(st+1 |st , ut ), instead of the
real process, thus improving the data-efficiency of the method.
2. The estimate of the gradient of the reward function r(s, u) w.r.t. the actions,
which can be used by the gradient-based policy search methods.
We outline our method to train a dynamic forward model using Gaussian processes in the next section. Also, we discuss the complexity of exploiting a forward
model to make a chain of predictions to be used by the policy search methods. In
Section 3.2 and Section 3.3, we introduce two policy search approaches developed in
our studies to exploit the trained forward model to efficiently obtain action policies
for robotic problems.

3.1

Forward dynamic models

A forward dynamic model F assigns distributions over the predicted next state
conditioned on the current state-action pair, p(st+1 |st , ut ). Throughout the thesis,
we consider forward models represented by Gaussian processes (GP) [130], as we
mainly studied GP properties to implement a dynamic forward model. The methods can be extended to state-of-the-art convolutional neural network architectures,
such as dropout [131] or weight uncertain networks [132], that explicitly model the
uncertainty of a prediction.
In the next section, we introduce Gaussian processes as a regression tool to
represent forward models followed by a discussion on sources of model uncertainties,
determining relevant dimensions of sensorimotor spaces, and making a chain of
predictions under uncertainty assumptions.

Gaussian processes
Gaussian processes (GP) [130] have been used in our studies to represent forward
dynamic models [60, 61, 62, 63]. Gaussian processes are non-parametric regression
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tools which make inferences by directly exploiting the original training data as
the parameters. The main benefits of GP forward dynamic models are (1) good
generalization capabilities due to the inherent Bayesian regularizations, (2) explicit
modeling of the uncertainties, (3) ease of updating the model and, (4) possibility
to derive the gradient of the model w.r.t. its inputs analytically.
A GP is specified by its mean m(x) and co-variance k(xi , xj ) functions, where x
denotes the input argument to the GP model. We assume the forward model to be
represented by a zero-mean GP, F ∼ GP(m(x) = 0, k), with squared exponential
covariance functions, defined as:
1
k(xi , xj ) = σs2 exp(− (xi − xj )T Λ−1 (xi − xj )) + δij σn2 ,
2

(3.1)

where, Λ, σs and σs are the hyper-parameters of the model found by maximizing
the log-likelihood of the training data. δij is a function which is 1, if i = j, and 0
otherwise.
The predictive output of the GP, denoted by y, for a test sample x is found as
a normal distribution, y ∼ N (µy , vy2 ), where the posterior mean and variance are
given by:
µy = k(x, X)K −1 Y,
(3.2)
vy = k(x, x) − k(x, X)K −1 k(x, X),

(3.3)

where, X = [xi ]Ti=1:N denotes a matrix of input training data and Y = [yi ]Ti=1:N is
a vector of the corresponding target values. K = k(X, X) is the covariance matrix
with the elements given by the covariances of the training input pairs.
We train a separate GP for every dimension of the state vector of the forward
model. Considering state-action transition tuples [st , ut , st+1 ], the input to every
GP model is given by a state-action pair x = [st , ut ], and the output is defined as
the change in the corresponding dimension of the two consecutive states.

Model uncertainties
In general, no perfect model of a physical system exists. In most cases, a model
represents an estimation of local behavior of the real system around the working
conditions. It is very challenging to model a physical system such as an embodied
robot due to high-dimensionality of state-action spaces and limited training data
which is often corrupted by measurement noise.
In such circumstances, an appropriate model should not only give an adequately
good estimation, but also should inform how certain it is, when making predictions.
The model uncertainty is subsequently passed to the policy training algorithm to
make action decisions which (1) increases the success rate by adhering to stateaction trajectories with known consequences, (2) improves safety by avoiding actions with high uncertainties and, (3) explores the state-action space efficiently to
reduce uncertainties in areas where high returns are probable.
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In this thesis, we deal with two types of uncertainties, uncertainties due to (1)
noisy measurements and, (2) lack of enough data. It is important to distinguish
these two sources of uncertainties to be able to improve the model precision as more
observations are collected. In case (2), the GP model is updated with new training
data to improve accuracy of future predictions. However, in case (1), adding more
data to the training dataset only increases the model complexity (since the matrix
K grows in size) with no improvement in the accuracy of the prediction. In the
included publications [61, 62, 63], we developed an incremental model learning
approach using Gaussian processes which improves the model as more training
data are observed by considering the computational complexity of the model. These
methods are briefly introduced in this chapter.

Relevance determination
The forward model assigns a distribution over the next state of the system given
the current state-action values. However, often the state-action vector contains
more information than needed to predict the next state. This can be either due to
redundancies of input values or their irrelevance to predict the state. Consider the
example of pushing an object using a robotic arm by viewing the scene from the
above. Assume the state of the system is constructed by the proprioceptive joint
values of the arm and a number of visual feature points representing the objects
and the robot end-effector in the scene. The forward model predicts the shifts in
the visual feature points for different motor actions. In this example, the forward
model may discard visual feature points of the end-effector, since it can relate the
position of the end-effector to the visual features more reliably using the proprioceptive joint values. Discarding such redundant or irrelevant values from the forward
model input vector reduces the model complexity which subsequently improves the
computational tractability in real time with a limited on-board processing budget.
In the included publications [61, 63], we demonstrate that the efficiency of the GP
forward models with squared exponential co-variance functions can be improved by
determining relevant dimensions of the forward model input to predict the state
evolutions.

Making chain predictions
Policy search methods, generally update a parameterized policy πθ by applying
the policy on a robot for a number of trials and estimating the objective function
using the collected state-action roll-outs. Model-based approaches simulate the
roll-outs internally by making a chain of predictions over state-action values using
the forward model and the policy. As an example, PILCO [106], estimates the
objective function by finding the distribution over the complete trajectory given
the policy and the GP forward model, p(τ |πθ , F ). Assume st ∼ N (µst , Σst ), i.e.,
the state at time t is distributed
normally. The action distribution is found by
R
estimating p(ut |µst , Σst ) = πθ (ut |s)p(s|µst , Σst )ds by a normal distribution using
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e.g., linearization or moment matching methods (refer to PILCO [106]). Then the
distribution of the joint variable xt = [st , ut ] is estimated by a normal distribution
N (µxt , Σxt ) and used to estimate the
R normal distribution over the successor state by
approximating p(st+1 |µxt , Σxt ) =Pp(st+1 |x)p(x|µxt , Σxt )dx. Finally, the objective
function is found by J(πθ ) = E[ t r(xt )]. This is very demanding computation
which may not be affordable for high-dimensional state-action spaces.
Possibly, the objective function can be estimated using Monte Carlo methods. A
popular example is PEGASUS [133], which estimates the objective function based
on constructing m roll-outs by consecutively sampling actions from πθ (ut |st ), followed by sampling successorP
statesPfrom st+1 ∼ F (st , ut ). The objective function
m
1
is estimated by J(πθ ) = m
i=1
t r(st , ut ). Despite of its computational simplicity, the method is subjected to model biases and also results in a high-variance
estimation of the gradient ([45]).
A third approach, named as GP-MPC [134], makes chain predictions by unfolding the state-action space for the prediction horizon h. In this case, the forward
model predicts
P p(st+k+1 |st , ut:t+k ), for k = 0, . . . , h. The objective function is found
by J = E[ t r(st )] and is directly optimized w.r.t. the actions in real-time. The
major issue with this approach is that the forward model has to make predictions
given unfolded state-action inputs which are normally too high-dimensional to be
efficiently processed.
In the first part of our studies, we developed two data-efficient frameworks to
obtain action-selection policies from scratch with no prior expert knowledge. The
first framework was developed in two stages and published in IROS2015 [62] and
ICRA2016 [61]. The framework was applied to learn kinematic and dynamic models
of a PR2 robot to control the robot from scratch using a small amount of interactive
training data. The second framework, published in IROS2016 [63], was applied to
solve a physical human-robot collaboration problem. We demonstrated that our
PR2 robot learns to collaborate with a human partner to control a ball on a jointly
held plank after a few minutes of interaction. In the next two sections, we outline
these two frameworks.

3.2

GP model-based action planner

We address the trajectory optimization problem, i.e., finding a sequence of motor
commands which transit the system to a target from a given initial state with a
minimum cost (or equivalently, a maximum reward). In this thesis, the main idea
is to continuously refine the forward model around a trajectory which is updated
to eventually reach the goal state. Similar to MPC approaches, the optimal actions
are found by optimizing the cost (reward) function using the constructed forward
model. The important characteristics of our solutions are (1) making action decisions inside a trust region, defined as a subset of the state-action space with known
transitions, (2) incrementally training and continuously adapting the forward model
with new observed data and, (3) exploiting a general action planner for long-term
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planning combined with a local optimization method to transit between the states.

Trust region
Considering the limited model flexibilities and computational resources, it is not
wise to seek for a perfect model of the system. This would increase the complexity
of the model while deteriorating its accuracy. On the contrary, it is important
to model the dynamics of the system around the working trajectory as accurate
as possible, since the estimation error would be accumulated over the prediction
horizon which subsequently result in poor action selections.
We assume that the model is only valid around a known trajectory which is
continuously refined to converge to the solution. In such situations, the model
cannot be trusted anywhere else in the state-action space and the actions chosen
based on the untrusted regions of the model are doomed to failure. To avoid action
selections under uncertain dynamic models, first the uncertainty of the model has to
be quantified. Several approaches are proposed to address this issue, most of which
are applied to model-free parameterized policy search problems. These approaches
implicitly avoid untrusted regions by constraining the policy distributions using the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence measure (e.g., [29, 44]), or an estimation of the
KL-divergence by a temperature measure (e.g., [98, 135]). We exploit the variance
output of the Gaussian processes directly as a measure of the uncertainty of the
model and integrate it to efficiently seek to find optimal actions.

Incremental learning
As explained earlier, the forward model has to be incrementally updated to catch
up the newly sampled trajectories as they are converging to the final solution.
Gaussian processes are well-suited models for such incremental learning. A model
represented by GPs can be updated simply by adding or removing samples from
the training dataset. In the following, we introduce different scenarios to update a
GP model:
1. A failure to predict a new observed sample because of high uncertainties is
compensated by appending the new sample to the GP dataset, in case the
uncertainty is due to the lack of enough training data in the vicinity of the
queried sample point. The GP co-variance function can be used as a distance
measure to determine the neighborhood.
2. Otherwise, in case the uncertainty is not due to the lack of data but because
of a noisy measurement, appending the new sample only increases the model
complexity without improving the accuracy or certainty of the prediction. In
such situations, given a list of the training data in the neighborhood of the
new sample, the sample can be replaced by either the closet or the oldest data
in the list.
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3. An incorrect prediction which is made by a GP model with high certainty is
most likely an indication of a change in the system behavior. Since an undoubted GP prediction is due to the existence of many training data points
in the vicinity of the queried point; and therefore, assuming a proper distance measure to determine the nearby training data, an incorrect prediction
is caused by a change in the underlying process based on which samples are
drawn. In such cases, all the training data, interfering with the recent observations, should be removed from the dataset and replaced by the new
observations.
4. The complexity of a GP model increases as more training data are collected.
As the state-action trajectories evolve over time to converge to a solution,
the older GP training data corresponding to the earlier trajectories become
obsolete. We can therefore prune old data using a forgetting mechanism [53]
to control the model complexity in an incremental learning scheme.

Action planning
As explained earlier, the goal is to find a sequence of actions to transit the system
from a given initial state to a target state. We propose to use a global planner to
search for a path to the target state and also a local action optimizer to transit
between the states in the path. Below, we motivate the suitability of GP forward
models to realize both of the action planning components.
The global action planner
Given an accurate forward model, sampling-based planners, such as PRM* and
RRT* [136], are well-suited methods to obtain an optimal path to the given goal
state. These methods sample actions according to a given criterion and construct a
tree structure to find a path of states which ends up at the target state. However,
the forward model is not known in the beginning and has to be constructed from the
observed data. Therefore the assumption of an accurate model cannot be fulfilled
in the beginning of the training and also in the majority of the state-action space
where data is sparsely sampled.
In such situations, the introduced GP incremental learning with the explicit
modeling of the uncertainties is beneficial. The GP forward model and the search
tree are mutually updated in several iterations until they converge to a single solution. In each iteration:
• The planner constructs a search tree by sampling state-action transitions
which can be certainly predicted by the GP forward model.
• The action sequence corresponding to the best path found by the planner
is applied on the robot, and the resulting state-action transition tuples are
recorded.
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• The GP model is updated with the recorded data, therefore making the solution path and the neighboring area predictable with higher certainty.

This updating strategy is applicable to trajectory optimization formulations.
However, with a slight modification, we can extend it to use a receding horizon
strategy, i.e., obtaining only the next time-step action by running the optimization
and the incremental learning methods in every time-step. This approach slows
down making action-decisions during the training phase, but, once it converges, it
does not impose a higher computational burden in the deploying phase.
The local action optimization
Gradient-based optimization methods can be used as the local planner to find an
action to transit between two neighboring states. The action is found by minimizing
a loss which is defined as the discrepancy between the predicted and the target
states. The gradient of the loss w.r.t. the actions is found by back-propagating the
gradient of the loss to the successor state (given by the loss function), followed by
the gradient of the successor state to the action (found by the forward model). The
latter gradient can be analytically derived when GP forward models are used.

3.3

Model-based GP Q-learning

Similar to the previous method, the model-based GP Q-learning framework, we
developed in [63], obtains a model for making sequential action-decisions to reach
a target state. Q-learning [117] is a well-known method in reinforcement learning which obtains an optimal policy by optimizing an action-value function (Qfunction). The Q-function, represented by a GP (in our case), Q(s, u) ∼ GP(m =
0, kq ), assigns distributions over the expected return of being in state s, taking
the action a, followed by pursuing the actions which optimize Q in the successor states. The Q-function is trained based on evaluating sampled state-action
roll-outs combined with bootstrapping from the earlier values. As a model-based
approach, samples are drawn from the forward dynamic model. Assuming a tuple
[st , ut , st+1 ∼ N (µst+1 , Σst+1 )] given by the GP forward model, the Q-function is
updated as:
Q(st , ut ) ← Es∼st+1 [r(s)] + γ max
Es∼st+1 [Q(s, u0 )],
0
u

(3.4)

where, γ is the discount factor. The first expectation on the right-hand side
of the equation depends on the reward function and it can be calculated analytically for many of the widely used reward functions. Considering Q(s, u) ∼
N (µq (s, u), Σq (s, u)), given by the predictive GP distribution, the second expectation is given by the following integral,
ZZ
Es∼st+1 [Q(s, u)] =
p( q | µq (s0 , u) , Σq (s0 , u) ) p(s0 |µst+1 , Σst+1 )q ds0 dq, (3.5)
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which can be found analytically for GPs with squared exponential co-variance functions [137].

Trust region
Actions are chosen according to the Q-function which is trained incrementally based
on the data provided by the forward model. The forward model itself is trained
from scratch based on the roll-out data sampled from the MDP (the robot and
its environment). Therefore, for a safe and stable policy learning, it is important
to query state-action inputs where the models make highly trusted predictions.
Similar to the previous method, the GP variance output is used as a measure of the
reliability of the predictions. However, since the Q-function is directly optimized, we
can exploit Bayesian optimization [138], a well-formulated optimization framework
to optimize loss functions with uncertainties. We penalize the model uncertainties
using the Upper Confidence Bound (UCB), defined as:
FU CB (s, u) = µq (s, u) − ωΣq (s, u),

(3.6)

where, ω is a weight factor, µq (.) and Σq (.) are the mean and the variance given
by Q(s, u). Maximizing the new objective function w.r.t. the actions yields actions
which result in high estimated expected returns with low uncertainties. The objective function is maximized using gradient descent approaches by differentiating the
GP Q-function analytically similar to the previous section.

Incremental learning
The introduced incremental learning method is applied to train both the forward
model and the Q-function simultaneously in several iterations. Updating the Qfunction is more challenging compared to the forward model. For a stationary
system, the samples used to train the forward model are valid, no matter when the
samples are drawn. However, since the Q-function is trained by bootstrapping, the
training samples may not be valid after each update and has to be replaced by the
new values. The strategies we enumerated in the previous section are well-applicable
to train the Q-function not only to obtain an accurate model with manageable
complexity but also to realize a stable learning.

3.4

Discussions on the experiments

The frameworks are evaluated on a PR2 robot to learn to control the dynamic
motion of the robot arm [61], coordinating hand-eye motions for a reaching task
[62], and balancing a ball on a plank while collaborating with a human partner
[63]. Safe action-selections and data-efficiency are the critical requirements for the
human-robot physical collaboration task. The human safety must be assured while
collaborating with the robot. Also, since collecting large-scale data is impossible in
such tasks, the policy should be obtained with a limited number of training data.
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According to our experiments, the proposed frameworks are very data-efficient
in learning a new task. In all experiments, the robot learned to perform the given
task successfully after only few iterations of trial-and-error runs. Another important
feature of the frameworks is the safe and stable action-selections during the training
phase realized by the trust region component. This prevents the robot from making
unexpected motor actions which risk the human safety.
We also highlight the computational efficiency of the proposed approaches. In all
of the tasks, the robot gathers the data, trains the models, and also seek to find the
optimal actions in real-time. This is achieved by keeping the model complexity low
by controlling the size of the dataset and also discarding the irrelevant dimensions
of the sensorimotor data while predicting the successor states using the forward
model, and the expected return by the Q-function.

3.5

Summary

In this chapter, we provided an overview of the model-based policy search approaches. We outlined the two frameworks developed in our studies to obtain
action-selection policies by incrementally learning a dynamic model of the system
using Gaussian processes. Both of the methods share the following components:
1. Internally simulating state-action roll-outs using the GP forward dynamic
models.
2. Incremental learning to add/remove data to predict the most recent stateaction trajectories as accurately as possible, while keeping the model complexities low.
3. Introducing the trust region concept for stable and safe action selection.
4. Identifying the relevant components of the sensorimotor spaces for dimensionality reduction resulting in more efficient computations.
The methods differ in the way they obtain a policy to make sequential action
decisions. The first approach, similar to the MPC paradigm, trains a forward model
and directly optimizes the model to find a sequence of actions, while the second
method trains an extra model to represent the expected return as a function of
state-action pairs (Q-function), and optimizes the model w.r.t. the current action
greedily to obtain a solution path to the goal.

Chapter 4

Deep Feed-forward Policy Training
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Figure 4.1: The general scheme of the introduced deep feed-forward policy training
methods given a terminal reward provided by the environment at the end of each
trial.
In this chapter, we introduce our methods to train a deep feed-forward neural network policy to map a high-dimensional visual input to a sequence of motor
commands to accomplish a given task. A schematic of the network and the interaction between the robot (policy) and the environment is shown in Figure 4.1. The
robot observes a visual input, representing the environment and the state of the
task, and processes the observation by several neural network layers encapsulated
in three super-layers: (1) perception, (2) policy, and (3) motor trajectory. The
final output of the network is a sequence of motor commands which, if succeeding,
solves the task completely. The parameters of the networks are updated to increase
the likelihood of the reward given by the environment only at the end of each trial
(terminal reward).
As explained in Chapter 2, this problem is known as trajectory optimization
41
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or feed-forward control. Many robotic tasks can only be formulated as a feedforward control problem due to (1) the lack of informative feedback that is provided
immediately after each action, (2) the latencies of the sensory observations and, (3)
the necessity of realizing a skilled behavior. Throwing trash into a trash bin can be
considered as an example of (1). The motion of the robot end-effector and hence
the object (the trash) is governed by the motor commands which are applied to
each joint of the robot arm at different time instances. However, no task-specific
sensation can be observed right after performing each motor action and the robot
has to complete the throw to receive a feedback. Playing table tennis can be
considered as an example of (2). In such games, the ball speed is generally way
faster than what can be tracked by the vision system in every time-step using the
on-board computational resources. In practice, the robot has to decide about the
motion trajectory of the racket right after observing the opponent hitting the ball.
Although both of these examples can also be considered to explain (3), we provide a
third example to clarify the difference between feedback and feed-forward controls
when implementing skilled behaviors.
As humans, we perform many of our basic physical activities, e.g., opening a
door, promptly without much attention. However, a robot with classical feedback
control has to continuously adjust its actions according to the received feedback
and the given control laws. In the example to open a door, the robot reaches
the door handle by continuously measuring the distance between the end-effector
and the handle using 2D images captured at every time-step (image-based visual
servoing [139]) and finding the motor commands that minimize the distance. Once,
the robot grasps the handle, it has to carefully push the door to estimate its center
of rotation based on the gravity compensated force/torque feedback received at
the wrist [140]. Given this estimation, the robot generates and follows a path in
the Cartesian space using its inverse kinematic model. The time which is spent to
receive and process sensory feedback and also making estimations about different
symbols defined in the task, e.g., the grasp point of the handle or the door center of
rotation, slows down the execution of the task considerably. On the other hand, a
feed-forward policy does not stall the task execution to receive and process sensor
feedback and continuously updates motor commands to complete the task. In order
to improve the control robustness, i.e., invulnerability of the control strategies to
small mistakes and disturbances, feed-forward control mechanisms can be equipped
with forward dynamic models, as explained in the previous chapter, to predict
sensory consequences of motor actions and, in case of a perceived mismatch, execute
e.g., feedback correction strategies.
However, implementing such complicated behaviors, introduced by the examples, which map directly a high-dimensional visual input to a long sequence of
motor signals to accomplish a multifaceted task, is very challenging. In this chapter, we introduce the methodologies developed in our studies [141, 142] to address
the problem of training a deep feed-forward policy to solve a number of complex
robotic tasks. We exploit model-free RL methods, which use roll-outs sampled directly from the real robot, to train a deep policy network. We demonstrate that
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using dimensionality reduction techniques, we are able to train the deep policy with
several thousands of parameters very efficiently using a limited amount of real-robot
training data.

4.1

Problem formulation

The problem can be formulated as to obtain a parametric policy πθ such that the
likelihood of task success p(r|o) for different possible observations is maximized.
Considering the action trajectory τ = [ut ]t=0:T −1 as the latent variable, the loglikelihood of task success is found by marginalizing it over all possible trajectories
given the deep policy, i.e.,
Z
log p(r|o) = log p(r|o, τ )πθ (τ |o)dτ.
(4.1)
Therefore, the problem is to find the policy parameters such that, given the
observation o, the policy assigns higher distributions over trajectories with more
probable reward outcomes. Since there is no analytic model of the reward probability, the integral is estimated using Monte Carlo sampling methods.
However, considering the dimensions of the motor trajectory space, direct sampling to estimate the integral is very inefficient, if not impossible. Furthermore,
the policy assigns distribution over the motor trajectories conditioned on a highdimensional visual input. The high dimensionality of the observation also impedes
estimating the integral by direct sampling.
Our solution to this problem is based on reducing the dimensionality of the
sensorimotor space of the robot. We find a task-relevant low-dimensional stateaction space such that the integral in equation 4.1 can be approximated efficiently
by sampling from this new space. In the following sections, we elaborate on the
methods to reduce dimensionality of the sensorimotor space for a data-efficient deep
feed-forward policy training.

4.2

Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs)

Deep learning using convolutional neural networks is by far the most successful
tool to solve many computer vision tasks, e.g., classification, [2, 3], segmentation,
[143, 144] and localization, [145, 146], and also to implement artificial intelligence
methods [27, 26].
A neural network is a collection of processing units, called neurons situated in
a layered structure. For a given input to the network, the output of every layer,
starting from the layer closest to the input, is calculated sequentially and is fed
to the next layer. The neurons process the output values of the predecessor layer
by weighing them linearly followed by an element-wise nonlinear transformation to
generate the layer output,
σi = Γi (wi × σi−1 ),
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where, σi is the layer output, wi is the linear weight parameter, Γi is the applied
nonlinearity and i specifies the layer index.
A deep neural network generally goes beyond 2-3 layers to extract a hierarchy of
representations, from low-level features to high-level semantics at different layers.
The layered structure with several thousands of parameters make a deep network
highly flexible and versatile to represent any arbitrary function. The parameters of
the deep network are updated by back-propagating, i.e., applying the chain rule to
calculate the gradient of the objective function w.r.t. all parameters of the network.
Stochastic gradient descent [147] is an efficient method to update the parameters
of the network with gradient information given by the back-propagation approach.
The fully connected and the convolutional layers are the most common types
of neural network structures. In a fully connected layer, each neuron processes the
entire input using its own parameters (weights) in parallel to other neurons in the
same layer to calculate the output. However, a neuron in a convolutional layer
only processes the neighboring area which is determined by its kernel size. Also,
the same transformation parameters are used everywhere in the input which can
be implemented by a convolution operator. The intuition behind the convolutional
layers is that the kernel is responsible to detect similar data structures in different
regions of the input. The advent of convolutional layers enabled implementing
deeper networks with the same number of parameters which, in general, improves
the performance of the network as a function approximator.
In this study, we utilize deep CNN architectures to implement action-selection
policies which map raw observations to a sequence of motor commands. We introduce our approach to train such deep models efficiently with a limited number of
training data and other challenges which are inherent to the robotic policy training
problem. However, in this thesis, we do not deal with the details of designing deep
network architectures and learning mechanisms. Interested readers are referred to,
e.g., [1] to learn more about deep learning methodologies.

4.3

Trajectory generative models

As explained earlier, the integral introduced in equation 4.1 cannot be estimated
efficiently because of the high-dimensionality of the motor trajectory space. Almost
any sampled trajectory fails to perform the task with an acceptable outcome due
to the sparsity of the reward signal. In such situations, given a limited number of
samples, direct sampling only produces negative samples which do not carry much
information to update the policy parameters.
Assume a probabilistic model which assigns distributions over the locations of
the action trajectory space where the resulting motion of the arm is an instance of
the task execution without considering the configuration of the task. The configuration refers to the elements of the environment which constitutes the observations
received by the robot. The probabilistic model, denoted by g(τ |α), is a generative
model [148], where the observed variable (τ ) is generated by sampling from g con-
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ditioned on a latent variable α which is considerably of lower-dimension compared
to the trajectory space. We call this latent space the action manifold, since it is
directly related to the actions defined as a sequence of motor trajectories.
With this intuition, in order to address the issue with the high dimensionality
of the motor trajectory space, we assume that the trajectories can only be given
by g. Moreover, we consider a deterministic generative model which maps the
latent variable to the corresponding motor trajectory directly, τ ← g(α). Hence
the log-likelihood of the task success is changed to
Z
log p(r|o) = log p( r | o, g(α) )πθ (α|o)dα,
(4.2)
where, πθ (α|o) is the subnetwork of the deep policy which is the concatenation of the
perception and policy super-layers illustrated in Figure 4.1. This integration can
be estimated more efficiently by sampling methods due to the low-dimensionality
of the latent variable α. Furthermore, the problem with the reward sparsity is also
alleviated, since sampling from g results in substantially higher reward outcomes.

Training the generative model
So far, we explained that a generative model improves feed-forward policy training
by providing reasonable trajectories and potentially reducing the search space by
introducing a low-dimensional action manifold. However, training the generative
model itself requires task-related trajectory samples. This seems to be contradicting
the reason why the generative model was needed in the first place. Two questions
may arise here: (1) compared to gathering the data to train a policy directly, what
makes data collection more efficient to train a generative model? (2) why it is not
possible to exploit the data to train the policy directly?
To answer these questions, we first emphasize that the trick which is introduced
in equation 4.2, is not just the limitation imposed on the trajectories, but it is also
a result of representing them by a low-dimensional latent variable. The generative
model assigns trajectories based on their time-domain characteristics such that
sampling two neighboring points in the latent space produces close trajectories in
the time domain as well. This is a fundamental property based on which stochastic
policy search solutions are devised [42]. Therefore, the generative model is also a
part of the puzzle to solve the deep feed-forward policy search problem.
Furthermore, not all trajectories that solve the task are suitable to train the
deep neural network policy. Due to the redundancies of a robotic manipulator, a
given task with the same configuration can be accomplished by following different
motion paths. On the other hand, a neural network policy is efficient when provided
consistent data. In this case, different target trajectories for the same input sensation is considered inconsistent and a neural network policy would fail to directly
learn such mappings. On the other hand, a generative model can still be trained
to represent different paths by consistently assigning a latent variable which takes
different values for different trajectories.
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Data collection
We introduce three approaches to obtain training data to train the generative model
for robotic applications.
1. Demonstrating physically: the easiest way to collect the required training
data is to demonstrate physically by holding the robot arm and move it to
different target poses while recording the joints positions. Joints velocities and
accelerations are found using spline interpolations [149]. Gathering large-scale
data based on this method is not possible. Furthermore, some robot structures
are not compliant to be moved by the human user.
2. Devising blind controllers: A blind robot controller is a controller without any
given task-specific target. The goal is generally defined in the joint space of
the robot directly. The use of blind controllers to collect initial training data
is common in other robotic policy training approaches (e.g., [78]). Designing
the blind controllers requires human expert knowledge. However, it is not a
challenging task especially compared to the original policy search problem.
3. Using motion planners in simulation: many state-of-the-art motion planning
methods, such as PRM* and RRT* [136], are well-applicable to robotic problems formulated in simulated environments where the state of the system is
fully known. Such methods can be used to generate thousands of training
trajectories by changing the target position and/or the state of the environment. Some expert knowledge about the planner and the task is required to
shape the trajectories found by the method.
Training generative models in autoencoder structures
Given a number of motor trajectories as the training data [τi ]i=1:Nτ , we aim to
acquire a generative model τ ← g(α), which maps a point in a latent space to
a complete trajectory of motor commands τ . To facilitate exploration for policy
training, we need the generated trajectories to be similar to the training data,
but not exactly the same. Neural network autoencoder structures are well-suited
architectures to obtain such models. In the following, we introduce autoencoders
and more specifically variational autoencoders as used in our framework to train
the generative models.
Autoencoders: An autoencoder is a structure in which training samples (in our
case, motor trajectories) are restored at the output of the network by encoding to a
low-dimensional latent space using an encoder model, followed by decoding to the
sample space by a decoder model. The encoder model ψ(α|τ ) assigns distributions
over the latent space conditioned on the input samples. The decoder model, which
is the generative model we are looking for τ ← g(α), maps a point in the latent
space sampled from the distribution given by the encoder to a motor trajectory.
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The whole network is trained, end-to-end, by minimizing the following loss function:
Lae =

Nτ
X

|τi − g(αi )|,

(4.3)

i=1

where, |.| indicates a distance measure defined on the motor trajectory space and
αi ∼ ψ(α|τi ) is the latent variable, corresponding to the ith data, sampled from the
encoder model.
Variational Autoencoders (VAE): A variational autoencoder [150] is a specific
type of autoencoders that assigns an extra constraint on the encoder distribution
over the latent space. It penalizes deviations of the encoder output from a normal
distribution by an additive loss term,
Lvae =

Nτ
X

|τi − g(αi )| + DKL ( ψ(αi |τi ) || N (0, I) ).

(4.4)

i=1

This extra constraint forces the generative model to restore trajectories given
samples drawn from a normal distribution. There are two reasons why it is advantageous to assign a normal distribution over the latent space samples:
1. It is more efficient to sample from a normal distribution compared to a complex unknown distribution which is otherwise assigned to the data without a
variational penalty term.
2. The neighborhood preservation is assured for the trained generative model.
During the training phase, for every training data τi , the generative model
is trained to minimize |g(αi,j ) − τi |, where αi,j are different samples drawn
from the normal distribution given by the encoder ψ(α|τi ). In practice, this
forces the generative model to map the neighboring points in the latent space
(sampled from the normal distribution) to the neighboring trajectories w.r.t.
the given distance measure.
An alternative to VAEs is the adversarial autoencoders [151] which enables
assigning arbitrary distributions to the latent space. However, generally to train
the generative model to realize a single behavior, it is sufficient to assign a normal
distribution over the latent space which can be done efficiently using VAEs. More
complex generative models that realize several behaviors, e.g., walking, running and
jumping for a biped robot, in a single neural network architecture would benefit
from multifaceted distributions.
It is worth noting that the encoder model which is trained, end-to-end, with the
generative model (the decoder) is not used later in the policy network. In fact, the
encoder is just an auxiliary model to train the generative model.
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4.4

Training the perception and the policy super-layers

So far, we described how to train the motor trajectory super-layer illustrated in
figure 4.1. In this section, we introduce two methods to train the rest of the policy
network, i.e., the perception and the policy super-layers. The first approach trains
each super-layer individually, while the second approach trains them end-to-end, by
freezing the motor trajectory super-layer. We introduce both of these approaches
in this section.

Autoencoder training
We outline the approach to train the perception and the policy super-layers individually. In short, the idea is to train the perception as a dimensionality reduction
mapping which extracts a low-dimensional task-relevant state representation of the
high-dimensional sensory observations. Then, given the low-dimensional state representation and the low-dimensional latent variable as the input and the output
spaces of the policy super-layer, the policy super-layer can be efficiently trained
using policy search reinforcement learning approaches.
Training the perception super-layer
Vision is one of the richest sensory modalities which, in many cases, combined with
a visuomotor model carries all the information required to perform a motor task.
However, in general, it contains large amount of details and task-irrelevant data
which makes the processing inefficient. The solution in many robotic tasks, and
biological organisms [48, 64, 152], is to filter task-irrelevant sensory observations.
Common approaches suppress irrelevant data and extract task-specific features
using engineering methods devised by human experts. More recently, several approaches are introduced to autonomously learn a representation suitable to acquire
the given task using only sensorimotor experiences, and possibly a set of prior
knowledge [78, 73, 95, 75]. The advantageous of such methods are:
1. Eliminating the need for a human expert to extract a set of symbolic state
representations, for a new task and, therefore improving the autonomy of the
task-learning process.
2. Enabling adaptation to novel situations that are not foreseen by the human
experts.
3. Improving the robustness of the final policy by end-to-end training of the
whole processing chain as a single unit [29], compared to the concatenations
of different hand-engineered blocks. In the latter case, the sensitivity of the
final policy is considerably higher than the end-to-end training scheme; since
a small mistake in one of the blocks would be amplified by the subsequent
ones causing failure of the task.
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However, extraction of such task-relevant features from sequences of high dimensional visual inputs including occlusions and partial observability is a challenging task. Furthermore, the state representation learning methods should also be
capable of handling the sensations received from multiple sensor modalities, e.g.,
depth sensors, laser scanners, microphones, force/torque and haptic sensors, since
a suitable representation is found by integrating the information received by all the
sensorimotor channels of the robot.
The problem can be formulated as, given a sequence of sensorimotor experiences,
with the observations denoted by ot , train a perception model to extract a set of
task-relevant states st , based on which the policy can make near optimal action
decisions.
In our studies, we mostly focused on finding state representations from visual
observations. As illustrated in figure 4.1, we devised the perception super-layer to
learn a mapping from the visual observations to a low-dimensional task-relevant
state representation. The model can be trained using both unsupervised and supervised learning methods. However, since consistent labeling manually is both
difficult and expensive, unsupervised methods are generally preferred, unless endto-end training, as introduced in the next section, is exploited. In this section, we
describe general ideas to train a perception model, individually, in an autoencoder
structure.
Representation learning using autoencoders: Autoencoders are common
structures used to extract state representations by training a low-dimensional latent
variable space as the state of the system [78, 75, 81, 76]. In fact, the autoencoder
training for visuomotor representation learning owes much of its recent increase in
interest to the successes of the deep convolutional neural networks. Commonly, the
perception model, which is the encoder subnetwork of the autoencoder, is implemented by a number of subsequent convolutional layers which progressively decrease
in size. The decoder restores a scaled gray-scale version of the input image by a
number of fully connected layers. In most cases, the decoder is just an auxiliary
model to train the perception model and is not a part of the final network architecture.
We exploit convolutional spatial autoencoders [78] to learn a state representation
consisting of a number of visual feature points to train complex visuomotor policies
[141]. The features are found such that the decoder part of the autoencoder can
restore the task-relevant objects of the visual input. A human trainer specifies
which objects are to be restored based on the given task. As an example, if the
task is to grasp a cup, the perception model is trained to find a set of visual feature
points based on which the decoder can restore the cup in the output image.
However, the major limitation of autoencoder representation learning is that,
the architecture does not explicitly take the motor task into account. It learns
a representation which enables reconstruction of the input image at the output.
Generally it contains too much detail information compared to what is required by
the policy which may reduce the efficiency of the policy training. There is a line of
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research for improving the task-relevancy of the extracted features. A good example
is the work done by Watter et al.,[75] which learns a set of states implementing a
linearizable dynamic model of the system.
A prominent approach to learn a task-relevant representation is by back-propagating
the policy loss through all layers by end-to-end training of the deep policy network.
We outline these approaches in a later section of this chapter.
Training the policy super-layer
So far, we explained the training of the motor trajectory and the perception superlayers of the deep feed-forward policy network, individually, using different autoencoder structures. In this way, the high-dimensional sensory and motor spaces
are abstracted by two low-dimensional representations, which we denote the state
space and the action manifold. In this section, we describe the training of the policy
super-layer which maps the states s to the action variables α. This mapping can
be trained very efficiently using policy search methods because of the followings:
1. Low-dimensionality of the input-output spaces: The policy super-layer maps
the abstracted states to a low-dimensional representation of the motor commands. Therefore, assuming that the perception and the motor super-layers
are pretrained and fixed in earlier stages of the training, the training of the policy super-layer involves finding a mapping between the two low-dimensional
spaces.
2. Few number of parameters: The policy super-layer contains less than 0.05%
of the parameters of the complete deep network. This is because of the low
dimensionality of the input-output spaces of the model and also, due to the
uncomplicated mapping which has to be realized. Thanks to the continuity
and the topological preservation properties of the mapping realized by the
perception and the motor super-layers, the policy super-layer does not require
too much flexibility to learn the optimal mapping.
3. Solving a multi-armed bandit: The original policy search problem entails
obtaining a policy which makes optimal sequential action-decisions w.r.t. a
delayed reward, but due to the abstraction of the motor trajectories by the
motor super-layer, the problem is reduced to a multi-armed bandit. The
bandit problem is more straightforward to solve, since (1) there is no credit
assignment issue to be addressed, (2) the reward signal is received immediately
after making the action-decision and, (3) no long-term planning is required
anymore.
Therefore, the policy super-layer can be trained very efficiently using standard
model-free policy search approaches, e.g., [44, 135, 153, 154], even though only a
terminal reward is provided to train the deep feed-forward policy.
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Figure 4.2: The scheme for the end-to-end deep feed-forward policy training using
guided reinforcement learning.

In this section, we introduce a method to train the perception and policy superlayers together by training the deep policy network, end-to-end using supervised
learning approaches. As illustrated in figure 4.2, the idea is to train a variational
policy q using RL approaches and generate supervised training data which is then
used to train the deep policy network. Unlike the final policy πθ that uses new
visual data as input, the variational policy q exploits the full state of the system,
which is only known during training. The goal is to obtain a variational policy and
then a final policy that behaves like the variational one but uses only raw visual
data.
The variational policy is represented by a neural network architecture which,
similar to the policy super-layer, assigns distributions over the action manifold
q(α|z), with the difference that the conditioning is based on a new state variable z
given by an expert system. Such state vectors are found as the poses of the taskrelevant objects (the objects which are supposed to be manipulated by the robot
in order to perform the task) given an arbitrary coordinate system.
To avoid marginalizing over the action manifold to find log p(r|o, θ), where θ
refers to the parameters of the policy network πθ , the log-likelihood can be decomposed by p(r|o, θ) = p(r, α|o, θ)/p(α|r, o, θ) and marginalizing over the variational
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distribution [45], i.e.,
Z
q(α|z)p(r, α|o, θ)
log p(r|o, θ) = q(α|z) log
dα
q(α|z)p(α|r, o, θ)
Z
Z
q(α|z)
p(r, α|o, θ)
1
2
+ q(α|z) log
= q(α|z) log
dα
dα.
q(α|z)
p(α|r, o, θ)
(4.5)
The above expression is maximized using the expectation-maximization (EM)
method. The integral marked with 2 is, by definition, the KL-divergence between
the two distributions, DKL (q(α|z) || p(α|r, o, θ)), which is a non-negative term. The
KL-divergence term can be minimized by optimizing the variational policy q to get
closer to the second distribution, p(α|r, o, θ) in a so-called expectation (E) step.
In the E-step, the integral marked with 1 , which is a lower bound of the loglikelihood, grows since the left-hand side of the equation does not depend on q.
The lower bound itself is maximized by optimizing the deep policy parameters in
a second step known as the maximization (M) step. The EM method maximizes
the log-likelihood of the task success, log p(r|o, θ), incrementally, by alternating
between these two steps. In the following, we derive the exact objective function
which is optimized in the EM steps.
Expectation step: The E-step optimizes the variational policy q to minimize
θ (α|o)
DKL (q(α|z) || p(α|r, o, θ)) which by using the identity p(α|r, o, θ) = p(r|α,o)π
is
p(r|o,θ)
decomposed as:
Z
q 0 (α|z)
q = argmax q 0 (α|z) log
dα
p(α|r, o, θ)
q0
Z
q 0 (α|z)p(r|o, θ)
= argmax q 0 (α|z) log
dα
p(r|α, o)πθ (α|o)
q0
Z
q 0 (α|z)
= argmax{ q 0 (α|z) log
dα
πθ (α|o)
q0
(4.6)
Z
0
− q (α|z) log p(r|α, o)dα
Z
+ log p(r|o, θ) q 0 (α|z)dα}
= argmax{DKL (q 0 (α|z) || πθ (α|o)) − Eq(α|z) [log p(r|α, o)]},
q0

where, the last term is omitted as it does not depend on q. Therefore, the E-step
loss LE is given by:
LE = −Eq(α|z) [log p(r|α, z)] + DKL (q(α|z) || πθ (α|o)),

(4.7)

where, conditioning is changed to z instead of o since the variational policy observes
the state corresponding to the visual sensation.
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The expectation term in equation 4.7 punishes the variational policy to assign
distributions where the log-likelihood of the reward is low. The KL-divergence term
limits the variational policy to be updated such that it stays close to the deep policy
πθ . This term can also be seen as a trust region term which penalizes too much
deviations from its old values. Therefore, it realizes a safe and stable policy update.
The KL-divergence term is found analytically and the expectation term is estimated by modeling the reward probability based on which samples are drawn to
estimate the expectation, as introduced in our recent work [142].
Maximization step [45]: The maximization step updates the deep policy parameters θ to maximize the lower-bound introduced in the first term of equation 4.5,
i.e.,
Z
p(r, α|o, θ0 )
dα
θ = argmax q(α|z) log
q(α|z)
θ0
Z
p(r|α, o)πθ0 (α|o)
= argmax q(α|z) log
dα
0
q(α|z)
θ
(4.8)
Z
Z
πθ0 (α|o)
= argmax( q(α|z) log
dα + q(α|z) log p(r|α, o)dα)
q(α|z)
θ0
= argmin DKL (q(α|z) || πθ0 (α|o)),
θ0

R

where, q(α|z)p(r|α, o)dα is removed as it does not depend on θ. Therefore, the
M-step loss, defined as,
LM = DKL ( q(α|z) || πθ (α|o) ),

(4.9)

penalizes the distance to the variational policy distribution updated in the E-step.
Guided reinforcement learning: The presented EM algorithm to train a deep
feed-forward policy resembles the guided policy search introduced by Levine et al.,
[29, 128]. It converts the policy search problem into a trajectory optimization and
a supervised learning problem. The trajectory optimization trains a number of
local policies, each solving the problem with a different configuration. The local
policies, consisting of a feed-forward and a feedback terms, assign distributions
over a sequence of motor commands conditioned on a given hand-engineered state
representation of the system. The local policies are updated to maximize the sum
of reward signals received in every time-step. The deep policy network is trained by
the sensorimotor roll-outs generated by the local policies using supervised learning
to match the motor distributions for every pair of the roll-out data. The local
policies assigns the motor distribution conditioned on the true state of the MDP,
while the deep policy is trained to replicate the same distribution conditioned on
the corresponding high-dimensional visual observation. The algorithm alternates
between these two phases, (1) updating the local policies to maximize expected longterm reward and, (2) training the deep policy network to match the distribution
learned by the local policies. These two phases correspond to the EM steps of the
introduced algorithm.
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Perception training with auxiliary vision tasks
Training a deep visuomotor policy, specifically the perception layers of the network,
requires a substantial number of training samples to yield a satisfactory result.
However, the cost of experimenting with a physical robot impedes collecting the
large-scale data required to train the policy network. There are two alternatives
to alleviate this issue, (1) sampling synthetic visuomotor data in simulation and,
(2) devising methods to exploit the available large-scale image datasets made for
computer vision tasks, e.g., ImageNet [155]. In this section, we only deal with the
latter case, i.e., exploiting labeled images, gathered in an off-line process, to improve
data-efficiency of the policy training methods. Interested readers are referred to,
e.g., [86, 156, 157, 87] to learn about domain randomization methods to improve
diversities of data in simulation and also to transfer learning from simulation to
real robots, [158] to generate high definition synthetic images and, [159] to improve
the quality of synthetic data to train deep networks.
In our recent work [142], in order to utilize labeled images to train a deep policy,
we proposed to include visual object detection and localization tasks in the policy
training loss function, following the methods introduced in [31, 32]. The idea is
to share the perception super-layer with the two auxiliary networks implemented
to learn the vision tasks. The auxiliary networks are trained together with the
deep policy to help extracting a set of relevant features by providing the gradient
information to update the perception super-layer parameters such that the taskspecific visual objects can be detected and localized based on the extracted features.
In this way, as the number of correctly classified task-related objects in the labeled
images increases, we can ensure the features based on which the policy super-layer
samples the action manifold, are extracted from the task-specific objects in the
visual observations.
The auxiliary losses can be integrated into the M-step of the EM algorithm.
Therefore, the deep network parameters are updated in the M-step, not only to get
closer to the variational policy, but also to visually detect and localize task-relevant
objects in the scene.
θ = argmax{LM + Lloc + Ldet },
(4.10)
θ0

where, LM is defined in equation 4.9 and, Ldet and Lloc are the losses corresponding
to the detection and localization tasks defined in the followings:
X X X
Ldet =
−Icip log fdet (o, c, p),
i∈obj

Lloc =

X
i∈obj

c∈cls p∈pos

X

X

Icip | floc (o, c, p) − p̄i |,

(4.11)

c∈cls p∈pos

where, obj refers to a list of task-relevant objects given by the image labels, cls
is all classes of the objects and, pos is a set of image regions. Icip is an indication
function which outputs 1 in case, for a given image label, the object i belongs to the
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Figure 4.3: The block diagram of the end-to-end training using the EM method.

class c and is located in the region p, otherwise it outputs 0. fdet (o, c, p) gives the
probability of classifying the visual region specified by p in the image observation
o as the class label c modeled by a categorical distribution assigned on the class
labels. floc (o, c, p) localizes the detected object of class c w.r.t. to the region p in
the image o. Finally p̄ is the localization ground truth given by the image label
and |.| specifies a distance measure.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the block diagram of the end-to-end EM approach to train
a deep feed-forward policy network. The block diagram is divided into three parts
which are trained separately in the introduced phases. In the first phase, the
generative model is trained in the autoencoder structure and is kept fixed in the rest
of the training. The second phase (E-step) involves updating the variational policy
q(α|z) as well as the reward prediction model p(r|α, z) based on the data sampled
from the physical robot. The third phase (M-step) updates the parameters of the
deep policy network based on the new real-robot samples and the distributions
given by the updated variational policy. Furthermore, the M-step updates the
parameters of the visual tasks, object detection and localization, given a large
amount of labeled images collected off-line. The algorithm then alternates between
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the EM steps until the deep policy yields a satisfactory performance to accomplish
the given visuomotor task.

4.5

Discussions on the experiments

We applied the introduced methods to train deep feed-forward policies to implement
complex visuomotor tasks, e.g., object grasping, ball throwing [141], screwing and
pouring liquid from a bottle into a mug [142]. The key results are listed in the
followings:
1. Data-efficiency: The experiments illustrated the data-efficiency of the proposed methods to train a deep policy network for different complex tasks
given a few hundred real-robot trials.
2. Training using qualitative terminal rewards: We experimentally demonstrated
that the methods are capable of training the deep feed-forward policies using
qualitative terminal rewards. To our best knowledge, this is the first time a
deep neural network is trained to implement such complicated tasks provided
a qualitative reward, such as good or excellent, given only at the end of each
trial.
3. Generalizable policy training: Our experiments confirm that by introducing
auxiliary vision tasks, one can achieve a generalizable policy which can be
applied to other instances of the same object class, not only the one it has
been trained with. As an example, we demonstrated that a policy which is
trained to pour water into a mug can be used to do the same task with a
variety of mugs never seen before.
4. Transfer learning from simulation to real robot: We experimentally validated
our hypothesis to train a generative model in simulation and transfer the
learned model to the real robot. Although the dynamic behavior of the simulated robot differs from the real robot, the generative model can still be used
by the real robot with the discrepancy compensated by training the policy
super-layer with real robot data.
To sum up, our experimental results presented in [141, 142] demonstrate the suitability of the proposed methods to train deep feed-forward policies with highdimensional visual inputs given only qualitative terminal rewards. This enables
acquiring new visuomotor tasks within a few hours, given limited expertises in
robot programming.

4.6

Summary

In this chapter, we introduced two frameworks to train deep feed-forward policies
which map a high-dimensional visual observation to a sequence of motor commands.
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The network comprised of three blocks, perception, policy and, motor trajectory
(generative) super-layers. The main contribution of our work to train deep feedforward policies is to reduce the dimensionality of the sensorimotor space by finding abstractions of high-dimensional visual observations as well as the sequences
of motor trajectories to find a manageable representation of the original process.
We highlighted the role of the generative models to abstract trajectories of motor
commands to improve the efficiency of the learning framework to acquire a deep
feed-forward policy given sparse reward feedback. We described the idea of using
generative models to reduce a sequential action-decision process to a multi-armed
bandit problem which can be efficiently trained given only terminal rewards. Furthermore, we motivated the use of variational autoencoders to train the generative
models not only to reduce the search space to find a motion trajectory, but also to
get a latent distribution which can be sampled more efficiently to produce motor
trajectories with significantly higher success rate.
Furthermore, we discussed the extraction of a set of task relevant state representations in two different schemes, (1) autoencoder and, (2) end-to-end training. Using autoencoder perception training, we presented the idea to train a taskrelevant representation by reconstructing the task objects using convolutional neural networks. Furthermore, we motivated that the policy super-layer can then be
trained by model-free policy search approaches very efficiently because of the lowdimensionality of the input-output spaces, a manageable number of parameters and
the fact that it solves a multi-armed bandit problem.
We also described an end-to-end policy training approach based on an expectationmaximization method which introduces a variational policy to learn distributions
over the action manifold for a number of sampled data from the physical robot in
the E-step. The deep policy is trained in the M-step with the supervised training data given by the learned distributions in the E-step and the corresponding
high-dimensional observations. In order to improve the generalization of the deep
policy to solve similar tasks with visual objects never seen before, we concluded
by proposing to include computer vision tasks in the M-step by exploiting labeled
images collected off-line to compensate for the limited robot sensorimotor data.

Chapter 5

Summary of papers
In this chapter, we provide a short summary of our publications that are included
in this thesis.

A

Learning visual forward models to compensate for
self-induced image motion

In this paper, we developed a method to construct a visual forward model which
predicts changes in visual observations of a robotic head as the consequence of the
robot’s own motor action. The method trains the visual forward model merely
by learning sensorimotor contingencies experienced by the robot without any calibrations or hand-designed models provided in advanced. Furthermore, in order to
evaluate capabilities of the method to construct a visual forward model in extreme
conditions, we deformed input images by a so-called retinal mapping, a biologically
plausible nonlinear function.
Similar to an earlier work [160], the visual forward model predicts how pixel
points are shifted, as opposed to directly predicting the value of the pixels. The
visual forward model is implemented by Gaussian processes. It inputs a pixel
position and a copy of the motor action and outputs the displacement of the pixel
as the result of the action. The training data is collected by recording image
observations before and after the execution of a motor action, and the action itself.
Speeded up robust features (SURF) [161] is used to extract corresponding feature
points between the two consecutive images during the training phase. The visual
feature points and the motor command form a set of training data that is used to
train the GP forward model.
We demonstrated experimentally that our proposed method to train a visual
forward model, compared to the earlier work, results in more accurate models
which are applicable to high quality images and are obtained with considerably
less training data. As an application, we showed that the obtained visual forward
model can be successfully applied to distinguish visual changes caused by the robot’s
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own motion from visual changes caused externally, e.g., because of another moving
object in the field of view.

B

A sensorimotor approach for self-learning of hand-eye
coordination

We presented a sensorimotor framework to learn basic visuomotor skills, e.g., handeye coordination, for a robotic manipulator by learning sensorimotor contingencies
represented by a forward model, without any prior hand-engineered models. An
action-selection policy to control the robot end-effector is then obtained by using
the forward model to optimize a given objective function w.r.t. the motor actions.
We demonstrated that such formulations considerably improve the data-efficiency
and adaptivity of the policy training problem.
The forward model is implemented by Gaussian processes. It predicts changes
in the states, in this case the position of a number of visual features, as the consequence of the motor actions. The forward model is incrementally updated by
the sensorimotor data collected by the robot as it applies motor actions to reach
to a given target. An objective function is defined directly in the state space by a
distance measure to the target state. The objective function is directly optimized
by finding its gradient w.r.t. motor actions analytically using the forward model.
Our experimental results validated the suitability of the proposed framework to
learn a forward model to represent visuomotor contingencies based on which basic
visuomotor skills can be obtained efficiently. Furthermore, we showed that the
3D position of a visual object can be estimated based on the learned sensorimotor
contingencies by internal simulated gaze shift toward the visual object.

C

Self-learning and adaptation in a sensorimotor
framework

In this paper, we improved the sensorimotor framework which is introduced in the
previous publication. We improved the adaptivity of the framework, and also introduced a long-term planning method and a mechanism to determine the relevant
dimensions of a state-action space to train a forward model. We exploited the incremental forward model training method developed in the previous work to obtain
a GP forward model using sensorimotor data experienced by the robot. We used
rapidly-exploring random tree (RRT*) method to obtain a long-term plan of motor commands that move the robot to a target state based on the forward model
predictions. The forward model is updated each time the planned sequence of actions fail to reach to the target because of an estimation error. Furthermore, we
exploited automatic relevance determination capability of GP models with squared
exponential covariance functions to recognize and remove the dimensions of the
state-action space that deemed to be irrelevant to the forward model predictions,
hence reducing the complexity of the model.

D. A SENSORIMOTOR REINFORCEMENT LEARNING FRAMEWORK
FOR PHYSICAL HUMAN-ROBOT INTERACTION
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We applied the framework to control the dynamics of a robotic arm by learning
sensorimotor contingencies without intervention of a human expert. Our experimental results showed that the proposed framework learns to control the motion of
a robot arm by only a handful of trials.

D

A sensorimotor reinforcement learning framework for
physical human-robot interaction

In this paper, similar to our earlier work, we presented a sensorimotor learning
framework which builds a GP forward model incrementally by the sensorimotor
data. However, to obtain an action plan, instead of optimizing the forward model,
an action-value function is constructed and optimized to yield the optimal actions.
For every state-action pair, the action-value function estimates the expected accumulated long-term reward for the agent that takes the given action at the given
state and follows the optimal policy afterwards. We represented the action-value
function by a GP model and formulated a Q-learning update rule to incrementally
update the action-value function. We proposed to use Bayesian optimization techniques to safely explore new actions while exploiting the knowledge acquired so far
by the mastery of the sensorimotor contingencies.
The proposed framework is applied to learn action-selection policies to physically collaborate with a human partner. The framework suits the application well,
since it tolerates the uncertainties inherent in physical human-robot collaboration
problems, as well as safely makes action-decisions in uncertain conditions. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the method is very data-efficient at learning new
skills. This is a vital property to learn collaborating with a human partner, since
gathering robot data in such situations is very expensive.

E

Deep Predictive Policy Training using Reinforcement
Learning

In this paper, we introduced a deep feed-forward action-selection policy architecture and a framework to train it efficiently to acquire visuomotor skills for a robotic
manipulator. The network maps a raw visual observation to a sequence of motor actions through three feed-forward neural network blocks called, perception,
policy and behavior super-layers. The perception super-layer extracts a compact
task-relevant state representation of the high-dimensional visual observations. We
exploited spatial soft-argmax features [29, 78] to represent a visual observation
by a number of image points. The behavior super-layer is a generative model
which generates task-relevant motor trajectories by mapping a low-dimensional input value to a trajectory of motor actions. Finally, the policy super-layer stochastically maps the low-dimensional state extracted by the perception super-layer to
the low-dimensional action value as the input to the behavior super-layer.
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We trained the three super-layers individually. The perception and the behavior super-layers are trained in autoencoder structures to obtain low-dimensional
encodings to represent the corresponding data, i.e., visual observations and trajectories of motor actions, respectively. We proposed to generate synthetic images and
simulated motor trajectories to produce the data required to train the perception
and behavior super-layers. The policy super-layer is trained using policy search
reinforcement learning approaches to find a mapping between the pre-trained perception and behavior super-layers given real-robot data. In this way, the sequential
decision making process is converted into a multi-armed bandit problem, which can
be solved more efficiently compared to the original problem.
We demonstrated that our framework is applicable to train complex feed-forward
visuomotor policies, such as throwing balls to visual targets, efficiently given few
real-robot data.

Chapter 6

Conclusions
In this thesis, we summarized our research on sensorimotor approaches to train
action-selection policies for robotic applications. This chapter concludes our discussions and introduces our future work.
We focused on machine learning approaches to acquire physical skills which
entail mutual coordination of sensory inputs and motor outputs. We followed
a similar paradigm to neuroscience and psychological findings on how biological
systems, such as humans, develop novel physical skills by learning from their experience. We did this to develop methodologies that equip a robot with learning
capabilities to obtain skilled physical behavior merely based on sensorimotor data
experienced by the robot directly with minimum intervention of a human expert.
We emphasized learning sensorimotor contingencies, i.e., patterns of sensory and
motor co-occurrence in different contexts, as building blocks to acquire physical
skills. Such SMCs are used not only to plan motor actions but also to perceive task
specific elements of an environment in which the robot operates.
We introduced our methodologies to develop sensorimotor learning frameworks
which are suitable for robotic applications. We emphasized data-efficiency as an
important property of a learning framework for robotic applications, since in practice, it is not feasible to collect large-scale data by a physical robot. We achieved
data-efficiency in our learning frameworks by (1) learning forward models from
data and using the obtained model to directly plan for actions, (2) exploiting the
generalizability of Gaussian processes as a non-parametric regression model, (3)
limiting the action-selection processes to explore the action space gradually while
adhering to the updated local models, (4) learning low-dimensional representations
of sensory and motor data based on which the mapping can be established more
efficiently and, (5) exploiting other sources of data, e.g., simulated motor data, synthetic images and real image datasets, to compensate for limited interactive data
collected by a robot.
Another focus of this thesis was to obtain feed-forward action-selection policies.
Due to latencies of capturing and processing sensory inputs, feedback control may
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not be applicable to realize skilled behavior. We proposed two different approaches
to obtain long-term action planning strategies, by internal forward simulation and
by training a feed-forward neural network policy.
The key idea for the former approach is to learn a dynamic forward model based
on which a chain of state-action predictions is made. The important heuristic is
to plan exploratory actions such that the sensory consequences can be predicted
reliably. In practice, this strategy ensures that the newly sampled state-action
trajectory remains close to the previous ones. Therefore, it gradually updates the
state-action trajectories to accomplish the given task. The second approach, is
based on training a neural network to implement a generative model that produces
feed-forward motor trajectories for a given task. The generative model is then used
to find motor trajectories that solve the task. Both of these approaches which
are described in more details in the corresponding chapters, are evaluated on realrobot applications, demonstrating the successfulness of the proposed solutions to
learn robotic policies efficiently.
We conclude that to realize intelligent behavior on an embodied robot, both
in terms of obtaining perceptual and decision making abilities, it is important to
ground a task in sensorimotor contingencies experienced directly by the robot. This
means that for a perception task, e.g., to classify an object or an event, the model
should be provided with patterns of sensorimotor data, but not single observations.
Similarly, for an action-selection task, a decision making process should directly
operate on sensorimotor data by, e.g., reinforcing sensorimotor regularities that
result in higher rewards, instead of isolating perception and control into separate
modules.

6.1

Future work

We developed a number of methodologies to learn sensorimotor contingencies and
exploit them in different robotic applications. We succeeded to solve complicated
physical tasks completely from scratch, based on sensorimotor data, without any
intervention of a human expert. This opens up a number of research possibilities
to further improve the methods as mentioned in the following.
Visuomotor object classification: The current trend on visual object classification is to create gigantic datasets of labeled images and train deep neural networks
to classify the images by providing the true labels during the training. A big advantage of robot vision, compared to standard computer vision, is the possibility to
move the visual sensors and also to manipulate the objects in the scene. Therefore,
a more powerful classifier can be trained by learning sensorimotor contingencies
when dealing with a particular object.
Representation learning for control: As discussed earlier, representation learning is an important problem due to redundancies and high-dimensionality of sensory
observations. Despite its importance, representation learning for control has not
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yet been studied thoroughly. We believe that there are important questions to
be answered regarding (1) systematic representation learning for multi-modal sensor inputs, (2) integrating data from other sources, e.g., simulation or available
datasets, to improve relevance of the learned representation and, (3) extracting a
shared representation among multiple tasks with common structures to infer the
underlying characterization that can be exploited in more general contexts.
Motor primitives learning: Motor primitives refer to neural mechanisms which
form a repertoire of behaviors enabling long-term action planning in high-dimensional
motor spaces [48]. The idea has been applied to a number of robotic problems to
learn the temporal profile of every motor activation to accomplish a given task
[162, 163]. In our work, we exploited this idea to develop generative models to
produce a collection of motor actions that suitably solve a given task. However,
it is important to learn basic motor primitives to be used for both feedback and
feed-forward controls and also to study how motor primitives can be formed when
learning from scratch. Furthermore, training a set of motor primitives which can
be shared for a number of physical tasks, and also learning novel primitives as motor skills of a robot is developed are important research problems that have to be
addressed.
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